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The visits will be an opportunity for buyers to get a clear idea of the desired objects beyond the
formal description of the catalog. You will find on the site of the house of sale a form of order of
purchases if you cannot attend the sale but that you wish to acquire an object. The sale is also
broadcast with the possibility of bidding live or placing orders on the platform www.auction.fr
(registration required before + 3% additional fees via this platform).

Selling costs are visible on the study website.

Lot Estimation Description

low high

Part I (10 AM to 12 AM)

1 120 200
Set of 29 painted toy soldiers of the BRITAINS brand including 3 horsemen, royal English 

guard parading: drum, trumpet, bagpipes, policeman, soldiers ... 70s / 80s

2 30 50
Set of 4 French coins "Corner flowers" in protective case + 50 Francs silver coin 900 

"Peuple Hercule", 1978

3 180 250
Belgian box containing a 2O ECU coin "Roi Baudoin 1930-1990", Fine gold 3.55 g and alloy 

10.5 g

4 300 500 Set of Belgian silver coins, coins or commemorative coins - Total weight: 1000 g

5 100 140 1 Ducat François Joseph Ier, gold coin, 1915, "Hungar Bohem Gal" - Weight: 3.49 g

6 190 250 20 Francs gold coin, 1913 - Weight: 6.45 g

7 190 250 BELGIUM 20 Francs Léopold II 1878, gold coin - Weight: 6.45 g

8 240 350 GEORGIVS V, UK, 1914, gold coin - Weight: 8 g

9 180 250 HELVETIA 1930, gold coin - Weight: 6,47 g

10 250 400

Signet ring with 2 1/2 pesos coin "Estados Unidas Mexicanos" from 1945, 750 yellow gold,

stamped, diameter of the coin: 13 mm, in original box from Antiquariat Dashera Kothi 

Jaipur, very good condition, ring size: 41, weight: 8.27 g

11 280 400

Pendant with 20 Francs coin "Napoleon III Empereur" from 1857, rotating coin in ring-

shaped setting, diameter of the coin: 21 mm, diameter of the pendant: 31 mm, weight: 

9.80 g

12 180 300

Bracelet link, 750 yellow gold - Length: 11 mm, Width: 9 mm, Weight: 2.74 g + tie pin in 

585 yellow gold - Length: 5 cm, Width: 7 mm, Weight: 5.92 + signet ring without its stone, 

stamped - Weight: 10 g + 750 yellow gold wedding band, around 1940 - Weight: 3.65 g
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Lot Estimation Description

low high

13 300 450

Mixed lot of 10 gold and silver objects, pendant in the form of an ice skate, 375 yellow 

gold, height: 22 mm, weight: 1.90 g; a gold ring with a twisted double ring band, ring size: 

50; Signet ring with the monogram DK, 750 yellow gold, ring size: 47, weight: 14.21 g; 

Golden pin in the form of a loop, stamped "FIX, length: 36 mm; pin with engraving" Janine

", stamped" FIX "and marked, length: 34 mm; golden trinite ring with red colored stone 

(sapphire?) Flanked by 2 enamel stones, ring size : 48; bracelet with engraving plate 

inscribed "Marianne 16.05.1956", with locking eyelet, chain torn, length: 13.4 cm; 

bracelet with Madonna pendant, locking eyelet torn off, length: 13.5 cm; pendant with 

diamond setting (without stone), with 8 prongs, diameter of the setting: 7 mm; ear studs 

with diamond setting (without stone), with 8 prongs, without clasp

14 140 180 Gold medal of the virgin and gold ring with 2 white and black pearls - Gross weight: 5.48 g

15 150 200 Set of 3 gold jewels 14 and 18 ct, 2 brooches and a pendant - Total weight: 7 g

16 200 300 18k gold watch chain, eagle head hallmark - Weight: 12.57 g

17 30 40 LANVIN cuff links with golf clubs on a green and red background

18 40 60 Cufflinks in 375 gold, monogram GD on one side - Weight: 5.20 g

19 60 100 Gold plated and black stone cufflinks, DUPONT, original box

20 60 100 DUNHILL cufflinks in gold plated and malachite, original box and certificate

21 60 100 DUNHILL cufflinks in gold plated and malachite, original box and certificate

22 80 130
Cufflinks in 750 gold and blue glass pearl, creation of the Joailler ALTENLOH from Brussels 

- Weight: 5.28 g

23 90 150 Pair of earrings (clip) in golden metal from CHANEL - Width: 3 cm

24 50 80
Fashion accessories from CHANEL: 2 flowers (different) in dark brown velvet fabric with 

holding pin - Length: 12 cm

25 90 150 Golden metal brooch with a flower motif, Maison CHANEL, original box - Height: 10.5 cm

26 90 150
Long necklace of brown glass beads and resin beads, bronze-colored links, CHANEL - 

Length: 100 cm

27 50 80
Christian LACROIX "Christmas 1994" brooch, patinated brass and resin heart - Height: 7.5 

cm

28 50 80
Brooch and pair of Christian LACROIX ear clips in gold metal, brown glass and resin beads 

(missing one on a loop)

29 50 80 Brooch and pair of Christian LACROIX ear clips in gold metal and rhinestones

30 60 100
Quartz and gold nugget mounted on a brooch, 1920s, from the store Pennaris & 

Degueldre Luxembourg, original box - Length: 8 cm, Gross weight: 8.85 g

31 60 100 Natural pearl mounted on a brooch, 1920s - Diameter: 8 mm

32 120 200

Enameled brooch with patterns of birds and flowers on a turquoise and black background,

great finesse of the decor, work at the beginning of the 20th century (small lack in the 

black background in the central part) - Length: 6.5 cm
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33 300 400 18 kt gold bee brooch - Length: 4.5 cm, Weight: 12.22 g

34 280 400
Small round pin with emerald 0.20 ct and 8 brilliant-cut diamonds of 0.05 ct each, 750 

yellow gold, stamped, weight: 2.42 g

35 650 900
White gold brooch set with a 0.75 ct diamond and 7 small brilliant cut diamonds of 0.05 ct

each - Length: 6 cm, Width: 5 cm, Weight: 16.10 g

36 150 250 Pair of earrings, each with 3 diamonds of 0.23 ct, silver, with clip clasp - Weight: 4.73 g

37 350 450
Pair of earrings in the form of leaves made of 916 yellow gold, marked and stamped, with 

clip clasp - Length: 21 mm, Weight: 7.61 g

38 100 150
"Toi et Moi" ring with 2 diamonds of 0.23 ct, two-tone gold-plated, vertical, imaginative 

decoration - Weight: 2.86 g

39 550 850 Eternity ring with 22 diamonds of 0.10 ct each - Weight: 4.31 g

40 160 220
Gold plated ring, around 1920, central brilliant of 0.10 ct, flanked by 12 brilliant-cut 

diamonds, each 0.03 ct - Weight: 2.08 g

41 250 450
Emerald ring 1.41 carat, silver, oval faceted, surrounded by 10 brilliant-cut diamonds 0.10 

carat and 2 baguette stones - Weight: 4.58 g

42 220 350
Charming ring with Byzantine decoration surmounted by a blue stone surrounded by 46 

brilliant cut diamonds of 0.01 ct each, gold setting - Weight: 5.73 g

43 300 500
Ring set with a 2.00 ct tanzanite solitaire, surrounded by 10 brilliant-cut diamonds of 0.10 

ct each, Two-tone gold, box (Chamarande Brussels) - Weight: 4.92 g

44 250 400 Solitaire ring 0.78 ct, white gold, weight: 2.61 g

45 450 700
Ruby ring 0.80 ct, oval faceted, 750 yellow gold with ring head made of white gold, set 

with 14 diamonds of 0.01 ct around the center stone - Weight: 3.23 g

46 10000 14000

Beautiful ring set with a yellow sapphire of 7.32 carats, unheated, knot-shaped entourage 

set with diamonds up to 0.1 Ct., Setting in 750 yellow gold certified by hallmark, hallmark 

from Maison WOLFERS frères, supplier to the Court of Belgium (1966 invoice enclosed) - 

Gross weight: 13.23 g

47 450 800
750 white gold chain, with pendant adorned with a solitary diamond of 0.65 ct, original 

box (Linscott in Jersey) - Length: 21 cm, Weight: 6.88 g

48 800 1200

Natural pearl necklace made up of 75 pearls with a diameter of 7 mm, silver clasp 

decorated with 6 pearls with a diameter of 4 mm and 2 diamonds of 0.015 ct, original box 

(Henrion at Arlon) - Length: 30.5 cm, Weight: 45 g

49 70 100 Storage box for 8 watches, full brown leather - Dimensions: 18 x 27 x 8 cm

50 25 35
BERMI watch mounted on a deer horn, "BERMI. 17 Rubies. Antimagnetic. Swiss made", 

split glass - Length: 39 cm

51 40 80
RAKETA watch, Made in USSR, Perpetual Calendar from 1980 to 2000, day / month / year, 

steel case and bracelet, oxidation, 1980 - Diameter: 4 cm, Thickness: 1.3 cm

52 60 90
Russian watch (USSR), brand SERKISOF Demiryolu "18 Jewels", second hand to refix, back 

engraved with a locomotive (to be cleaned) - Diameter: 5 cm, Thickness: 1.7 cm
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53 60 100
MOVADO SPORT Antimagnetic watch, 9760 steel case, gold banding, locked mechanism - 

Diameter: 30 mm, Thickness: 10 mm

54 70 100

TISSOT watch, PR 100 P360 / 460, 90s, silver and gold steel case and bracelet - Diameter: 

3.4 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm + TISSOT Twotimer D372 667 watch, analog and digital, steel 

case and bracelet (strong oxidation) - Dimensions: 3 x 2.7 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm

55 80 120

LONGINES brand steel chronometer pocket watch, mention EFCO LONGINES on the back 

cover, mechanism in working condition, enamel with some cracks - Diameter: 4.8 cm, 

Thickness: 1.2 cm

56 80 120

Silver stopwatch pocket watch, cover entirely engraved with an oak leaf motif, brand 

LONGINES, mention of the medals obtained under the rear cover "1885 & Ancre 15 

Rubis", mechanism in working condition, in its original box in the satin interior, late 19th 

century - Diameter: 4.8 cm, Thickness: 1.2 cm

57 80 120

Pocket watch for women in silver, gold case, RENOV brand "ANCRE 15 Rubis 

Antimagnetic", mechanism in working condition, many micro shocks on the case - 

Diameter: 3 cm, Thickness: 1.1 cm

58 80 120 CERTINA women's watch 0826 286 515807, mechanism blocked - Dial diameter: 19 mm

59 100 150
LONGINES Quartz watch, 959 SWISS 4839, date, 22 ct GOLD-plated steel case - Diameter: 

34 mm, Thickness: 7 mm + LIP watch for parts, INCABLOC, gold-plated dial

60 120 180
SEIKO men's watch, Automatic 17 Jewels, B203 6118-8000, 1970s, Steel case, very 

scratched glass, date, blue background dial - Diameter: 3.8 cm, Thickness: 1.2 cm

61 120 200
LIP 5 ATM Uhr, 8050 Stahlgehäuse, neues Lederarmband - Durchmesser: 42 mm, Dicke: 15

mm

62 180 250
ONSA watch model AQUARIUS 25 Rubis INCABLOC Automatic, Date, steel case with gold-

plated - Diameter: 36 mm, Thickness: 12 mm

63 180 250
SOLVIL and TITUS watch, Quartz model, Roma 1887, date, steel case 06-0042 - Diameter: 

32 mm, Thickness: 9 mm

64 250 400
OMEGA seventeen 17 Rubis watch, model 2402-1 (1901-1949), steel case, scratched glass,

working condition - Diameter: 33 mm, Thickness: 10 mm

65 400 700

TUDOR - ROLEX - Prince Oysterdate, Watch with 2 white and yellow golds (hallmark 595), 

round shape dial on champagne background with date, automatic movement (Rotor Self-

Winding), mesh bracelet, original box and certificate from 1990 - Diameter: 25 mm

66 350 500
BAUME & MERCIER woman watch, MV045197, "Catwalk", steel case and bracelet, 

salmon-colored enamel dial, original box, perfect condition

67 550 900
TECHNOMARINE Lady 488 TechnoLady woman watch, steel and diamond case, white 

enamel and ruby dial, without box, purchased in 2001, very good condition

68 550 700
CARTIER ladies watch, MUST 1340 model, silver and gold steel case and bracelet, clasp to 

be reattached, without box, scratches on the glass, mini shocks on the case
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69 650 1000
MAUBOUSSIN ladies watch, R 64680, steel case and bracelet, without box, numbered 

edition

70 550 800
CORUM Yachting MEMOTIME "SAVE THE SEA" watch, limited edition, steel case and 

bracelet, Automatic, date - Diameter: 37 mm, Thickness: 9 mm

71 1300 2000
Ladies' wristwatch by OMEGA with mesh bracelet, around 1970, 750 yellow gold, tiny 

defects - Diameter: 14 mm, Length: 63 mm, Weight: 42.57 g

72 1800 2500

PIERRE BALMAIN Paris ladies' watch, case and link bracelet in 750 yellow gold, case with 

44 brilliant-cut diamonds 0.01 ct, mother-of-pearl dial with Roman numerals, marks and 

hallmarks, with replacement links 3.83 g, in its original box - Diameter of the case without 

crown: 2.5 cm, length: 76 cm, weight: 50.58 g

73 1700 2500
CHOPARD pocket watch in 18 ct gold, model 3022, mechanical winding, upper cover set 

with a 3mm diamond, excellent condition - Closed diameter: 29 mm, Total weight: 24.83 g

74 2000 3000
BREITLING D67365 "Cockpit Lady" woman's watch, steel case, GOLD dial, purchased in 

2000, certificates, warranty, booklet, original boxes, perfect condition

75 3800 5500

Pocket watch VACHERON CONSTANTIN, watch for 20 US dollars in 18 Ct gold, GENEVA, 

Circa 1980, Caliber 1003, mechanical lever movement, 17 rubies, gold dial, Roman 

numerals, circular case and body articulated watch. Obverse: Lady of Liberty dated 1904, 

Reverse with the bald eagle, hidden button opening in the countersunk band - Diameter: 

35 mm, Weight: 30.87 g

76 400 550
Officine PANERAI travel clock, OP 6599, steel case, alarm and tripod, numbered edition # 

90/1000 - Diameter: 5.2 cm

77 1400 2000

ATMOS clock (Caliber 526-5) of the famous Swiss watchmaker JAEGER-LECOULTRE, 1960, 

serial number # 138004, gold metal (works thanks to pressure differences and does not go

up), personalized plate on the base - Size: 13, 5 x 17.5 x 22.5 cm, Weight: 3,464 g

78 1400 2000

Rare ATMOS series pendulum, “Elysée” model from the famous Swiss watchmaker 

JAEGER-LECOULTRE, Index with Roman numerals, Breguet hands. Gold metal and 

tortoiseshell lacquer, ca 1970, gold metal, original storage box - Size: 10.5 x 17.5 x 21 cm

79 1400 2000

ATMOS clock (Caliber 526-5) of the famous Swiss watchmaker JAEGER-LECOULTRE, 1960, 

serial number # 138004, gold metal (works thanks to pressure differences and does not go

up), personalized plate on the base - Size: 12 x 16,5 x 22 cm

80 50 80

Bakelite and resin desk kit including a brass letter opener, a crystal inkwell, a brass ink pad

with its personalized stamp, a plume holder and a scraper style writing accessory, very 

good condition and presented in its original box set

81 50 80
Set of 3 Yves Saint Laurent collection catalogs: Fall-Winter 1989-1990 & 1990-1991, 

Spring-Summer 1990

82 40 70 HERMES ashtray with a toucan motif, original box - Size: 16.5 x 19.5 cm

83 60 90 LALIQUE crystal paperweight: squatting woman, original box - Height: 7 cm
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84 30 50 Set of 4 HERMES silk ties

85 20 40 Set of 3 HERMES silk ties

86 90 140
Burgundy-colored HERMES accessories in morocco: post-it holder and small pocket 

telephone directory with gold metal pen

87 90 130
LANCEL handbag with 2 handles, green and light beige leather, side pocket with badge - 

Size: 30 x 44 cm

88 120 180
Large POLO Cup travel bag in brown leather from LANCEL, excellent condition - Size: 54 x 

38 cm

89 120 180 Dark brown leather shoulder bag from LANCEL, excellent condition - Size: 27 x 23 cm

90 30 50
Small miniature mechanical pencil in gold, brand DIPLOMAT, and its case - Length: 4.5 cm,

Gross weight: 3.16 g

91 30 50 Lighter "QUEEN ANNE" by RONSON, silver metal, England, 1950s - Size: 8 x 5 x 6 cm

92 70 120
Cigar box in a wooden box in the shape of a wing containing 28 cigars size 7 & 38 of size 9 

"Help Yourself" José TINCHANT GONZALES

93 90 150
Leather agenda from CARTIER, burgundy leather, golden levers inside allowing you to 

change the paper pad every year, late 20th century - Size: 19 x 15 cm

94 90 140
LALIQUE molded crystal sculpture: Les inseparables, signed under the base, original box - 

Height: 19 cm

95 50 90
Cup hosting a swan, LALIQUE crystal (signed under the base) - Height: 5 cm, Diameter: 10 

cm

96 50 90

Diplomatic gift from a French visit to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: Saint Louis crystal 

paperweight with signature "V. Giscard d'Estaing" engraved in golden letters (small eclay 

at the top border) - Height: 5 cm

97 40 60 In its original box, a salt and pepper set and 2 small spoons, BACCARAT

98 80 120 In its original box, Pair of BACCARAT crystal candlesticks - Height: 8 cm

99 90 140
Set of 2 objects from BACCARAT: Carved crystal plate (diameter: 24 cm) and slightly tinted

pink tinted glass (height: 9.5 cm), original boxes

100 90 150
Articulated horseshoe-shaped tidy, gold and silver metal from the house of GUCCI, 1980s -

Unfolded length: 35.5 cm

101 50 80
Radiator cap from the automotive brand JAGUAR, silver metal (SDS mention under the 

legs) - Length: 15 cm

102 90 120
Set of 3 bottles of Brut Champagne: Diogenes TISSIER and Fils Grande Réserve 1789-1989 

Bicentenary of the French Revolution + Special Christmas Cuvée bottle

103 90 120

Set of 8 bottles of wine in old vintages: Château Les Jardins, Margaux, 1987 + Château La 

Fleur Saint Georges, Lalande de Pomerol, 1964 + 2x Château La Bourgade, Margaux, 1985 

+ Château Chauvin, Saint Emilion, 1964 + 2 x Bourgogne Rouge 1987, Moillard à Nuits-

Saint-Georges + Côte de Beaune Villages 1987, Moillard à Nuits-Saint-Georges
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104 40 70
Carved crystal decanter and polychrome decoration - Height: 24.5 cm & Blown glass vase 

with marbled decoration - Height: 11 cm

105 60 80
Set of 5 alcohol decanters, pewter labels retained by a chain (a cracked neck) + a small 

carafe - Height: from 20 to 30 cm

106 100 150
Set of 3 BACCARAT beveled crystal carafes (one of the truncated stoppers and 1 small 

shock to the other 2) - Height: 21 cm & 23 cm

107 120 160
BACCARAT crystal set: 1 jam jar (height: 14 cm), 1 mustard jar (height: 11 cm) and 1 glass 

(height: 9 cm)

108 80 120
DAUM Nancy quadrilobed crystal vase, golden border, 1950s - Diameter: 16 cm, Height: 8 

cm

109 100 150
WEDGWOOD tea set and shaped pieces, Chinese porcelain, ULANDER model: 6 cups, 

teapot, milk jug, sugar bowl, 3 bowls, 1 large dish, 5 plates, 2 coffee cups, a sauce boat

110 900 1400

Rare service of 60 carved crystal glasses, square base, VAL SAINT LAMBERT, "Saint 

Hélène" model, 1st half of the 20th century, very good condition: 12 water glasses (12.5 

cm), 12 wine glasses (11 cm ), 12 port glasses (10.5 cm), 12 champagne glasses (8 cm), 12 

shot glasses (7 cm)

111 60 100
Two crystal jars with lids in 950 silver, goldsmith's hallmarks B.W, ca 1900, beautiful 

condition - Height: 14 cm and 8 cm

112 80 140
VAL SAINT LAMBERT bowl on a base in gilded silver resting on 4 swan feet, hallmark "Coq 

Bruyère" and A 835, ca 1950, good condition - Height with base: 21 cm

113 100 150

Crystal bezel with Vermeil grip, Illegible goldsmith's mark, beautiful condition - Height: 16 

cm, Diameter: 17 cm + Crystal ashtray resting on 3 lion claws, beautiful condition - Height:

5 cm, diameter: 11 cm

114 120 200

Régis DHÔ (born in 1948), French designer, Crystal vase surmounted by a gilt brass edge 

and pearls, decor of a bird and foliage, signed in metal (small shock on the upper border 

hidden by the decor) - Height: 34 cm

115 120 180
Louis LELOUP (born in 1929), Belgian artist, Vase in blown glass and golden cord, signed 

under the base and dated 90 - Height: 16 cm

116 120 180
Louis LELOUP (born in 1929), Belgian artist, Vase in blown glass and golden cord, signed 

under the base and dated 90 - Height: 16 cm

117 300 400
Michèle LUZORO (born in 1949), French sculptor, Free-form glass vase: Vase Triangle, 

signature under the base and date 1992- Height: 23 cm

118 350 500
MURANO glass octopus - Height: 30 cm, Base: 42 cm, Weight: Diameter: 25.5 cm, Weight: 

7.795 g

119 700 900

Edmond RIGOT (1885-1924), artist of the school of Nancy, Art Nouveau vase of water 

green color engraved with the acid of a lake and coniferous, signed (tiny shine in part 

dark) - Height: 30 cm
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120 150 250
Damien de TEMPLEUX: The Government of the Isle of France, Old geographic map, 1620, 

cartouche and coat of arms colored - Size: 50 x 60 cm

121 200 350
BRAUN, Georg (1541-1622) & Frans HOGENBERG (1540-1590) : Messana, Urbs est Sicilie 

maxima, situ, opulentia, & tuta navium statione, old framed map - Size: 41 x 55 cm

122 120 200

Schedel HARTMAN (1440-1515), 3 pages from this incunabula from 1495 "Sexta etas 

mundi" & "Quinta etas mundi" with many woods on the margin + Woodcut by Hans 

SCHAUFFELEIN (1482-1539), pupil of Albrecht Dürer, extract From the book THEURDANK, 

published in Nüremberg in 1517 - Dimensions: 34 x 23 cm + VIRGILE page: Opera 

virgiliana, Lyon, Jean Crespin, 1529, woodcut

123 70 100

Post-incunabula page of a Cistércien breviary "quoniam magnus Domimus et laudabilis 

nimis, terribilis est super omnes deos", Capital letters in red and blue, engravings and 

striped vignettes - Size: 22.5 x 14.5 cm

124 1200 1800

Jost AMMANN (1539-1591), Swiss engraver and painter: Artliche und kunstreiche Figurn 

zu der Reutterey, 1584, Set of 30 pages of the book including 60 woodcuts at mid-page, 

some wettings on these pages - Size: 31 x 20 cm

125 50 80

EDUARD FUCHS : Illustrierte Sittengeschichte vom Mittelalter bis zur Gegenwart. Das 

burgerliche Zeitalter Ergänzungsband mit 367 Textillustrationen und 33 Beilagen, Albert 

LANDEN Verlag, München, 1912 + Illustrierte Sittengeschichte Renaissance. 

Ergänzungsband mit 265 Textillustrationen und 36 Beilagen, Albert LANDEN Verlag, 

München, 1909

126 50 80
Richard WAGNER : Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen, Leipzig, Fritzsch Verlag, 10 

volumes from 1897 to 1898 of the original edition, Publisher's binding

127 30 50
1. Geschiedenis van de Bouwstiljen, 1902, 2. Liévin GROENEN : Encyclopédie de la Marine 

illustrée : Anglais-Français-Néerlandais, ca 1910

128 150 250

N. GATEUIL & DAVIET: L'Architecture pour tous, Emile Thézard publisher in Dourdan, set 

of 5 years of delivery of boards and plans of buildings, ca 1880, editor's shirt in red 

percaline with laces

129 180 300

Louis MORERI : Le Grand dictionnaire historique ou le mélange curieux de l'histoire sacrée

et profane, qui contient, en abrégé l'histoire fabuleuse Des Dieux & des Héros de 

l'Antiquité Payenne: les vies et les actions remarquables Des Patriarches; des Juges; des 

Rois des Juifs,… Basle: Jean Brandmuller, 1731-1732. 6 volumes In folio, calf of the time, 

back to nerves, 1st edition of Basel in French, corrected and enlarged, from this essential 

dictionary, without the frontispiece engraved by Seiller Shaffhusianus, wettings, Tome 1 

restored, good solid set

130 120 250

MAZENOD collection, the essential in terms of the history of ancient art up to the classical 

period, unique iconography, perfect condition, in box: 1. L'Art de l'Ancien JAPON (1980), 

2. L'Art de l'Ancienne CHINE (1979), 3. L'Art en INDE (1974), 4. Les Arts ARMENIENS 

(1987), 5. L'Art RUSSE (1994), 6. L'ISLAM et l'Art MUSULMAN (1976)
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131 120 250

MAZENOD collection, the essential in terms of the history of ancient art up to the classical 

period, unique iconography, perfect condition, in box : 1. L'Art de l'Ancienne ROME 

(1973), 2. L'Art PRECOLOMBIEN (1978), 3. Préhistoire de l'Art OCCIDENTAL (1971), 4. L'Art 

GREC (1972), 5. L'Art de l'Ancienne EGYPTE (1968), 6. L'Art Antique du PROCHE-ORIENT 

(1977)

132 120 250

MAZENOD collection, the essential in terms of the history of ancient art up to the classical 

period, unique iconography, perfect condition, in box: 1. L'Art GOTHIQUE (1983), 2. L'Art 

de BYZANCE (1981), 3. Les Arts de l'ASIE CENTRALE (1999), 4. L'Art de la RENAISSANCE 

(1984), 5. L'Art BAROQUE (1986), 6. L'Art ROMAN (1982)

133 180 300

Séraphin COUVREUR : Li Ki ou Mémoires sur les Bienséances et les Cérémonies. Texte 

Chinois avec une double Traduction en Français et en Latin, Ho Kien Fou, Imprimerie de la 

Mission Catholique, 1913 (2e édition). 2 volumes in-9

134 250 400

Adolf ERMAN & Hermann GRAPOW : Wörterbuch der Aegyptischen Sprache Im Auftrage 

der Deutschen Akademien herausgegeben, Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung Verlag, 1926-

1931, Volumes 1, 3 to 5 of the 6 published, very many plates of hieroglyphs translated

135 100 200

Guy ROUSSEAUD de la COMBE : Recueil de Jurisprudence civile du pays de Droit écrit et 

coutumier, à Paris chez Joseph Saugrain, 1746, In-4 binding in fair condition, countless 

handwritten notes from the era on the sidelines on comments on articles, judgments, 

thoughts, certainly from lawyer Lemaire whose name is listed on the title page

136 160 300
J. B. DENISART : Collection de décisions nouvelles et de notions relatives à la jurisprudence

actuelle, à Paris chez la Veuve Desaint, 1771, 4 beautiful volumes In-4 full speckled calf

137 120 200

FERRIERE (Claude-Joseph de), Doyen des Docteurs-Régens de la Faculté des Droits de Pari,

ancien avocat au Parlement : Dictionnaire de droit et de pratique contenant l'explication 

des termes de Droit, d'Ordonnances, de Coutumes & de Pratique, Toulouse, Chez 

DUPLEIX, 1779, 2 volumes, Original domed paper + Robert-Joseph POTHIER : Coutumes 

des Duché, Baillage et Prévôté d'Orléans et ressort d'iceux, à Paris chez Debure, 1780

138 120 200

Institutions du droit de la nature et des gens, dans lesquelles, par une chaine continue, on 

déduit de la nature même de l'homme, toutes ses obligations & tous ses droits, traduites 

du latin de Mr Christian L.B. de WOLFF, par Elie Luzac, 6 volumes, 1772 + Ordonnances, 

Statuts, Stile, et Manière de procéder, faits de decretez par le Roi Don Philippe II. pour son

Grand Conseil, le 8 aôut 1559, à Bruxelles, 1721

139 120 200

Code de l'Humanité, ou la Législation universelle, naturelle, civile & politique, avec 

l'Histoire littéraire des plus grands Hommes, qui ont contribué à la perfection de ce Code :

Composé par une Société de Gens deLettres, à Yverdonn, 1778, 6 volumes In-4, various 

volume

140 120 200

Charles DICKENS : The old curiosity shop with illustrations, London, Chapman and hall, 

1871 + Richardi GIBBONI : Francisci Toleti e societ iest, Paris chez Coignard, 1569 + 

Mémoires du Cardinal de Retz, 3 tomes, à Amsterdam chez Frederic Bernard, 1719, 
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frontispices, ex-libris William Powlett Powlett + ROUSSEAU : Oeuvres choisies de M. 

Rousseau et les Epitres nouvelles faites par le même, à Amsterdam aux dépends de la 

Compagnie, 1749

141 150 250

Beautiful herbarium in a percaline binding at the beginning of the 20th century, 34 pages 

Cardboard folio containing title in pen and dried plants with mention of the name and its 

pharmacological use + a double page of a table showing the use of plants + 14 flying pages

of plants collected in 1937 with precision of use

142 250 400

Le Musée de l'Hopital Saint-Louis. Iconographie des Maladies Cutanées et Syphilitiques 

avec Texte explicatif par MM. BESNIER, Ernest (1831-1909); FOURNIER, Jean Alfred (1832-

1914); TENNESON, Quentin Joseph Henry (1836-1913); HALLOPEAU, Henry (1842-1919); 

DU CASTEL, J. (1846-1905), FEULARD, Henry (1858-1897), in Paris at Rueff, ca 1890, In 

folio under publisher's binding, 50 photochromic plates, Very good condition

143 450 800

KAPOSI: Atlas of cutaneous and venereal diseases, Braumüller Edition, 74 color 

lithographed plates (some spectacular), all mounted on tab, In-folio (34.5 x 27 cm), good 

general condition of the plates

144 700 1000

CLOQUET, Jules Germain (1790-1883): Anatomie de l'homme, ou description et figures 

lithographiées de toutes les parties du corps humain, in Brussels, Imprimerie Auguste 

Wahlen, 1828, published by C. de Lasteyrie, Large In-Folio ( 52 x 34 cm), Volume 1 of 

boards including OSTEOLOGY & MYOLOGY, 159 lithographs in Black and white, redness 

sometimes pronounced

145 2500 4000

DEVERGIE, Marie Nicolas (1784-1842): Clinique de la maladie syphilitique enrichie 

d'observations communiquées par Messieurs Cullerier, Bard, Gama, Desruelles, Paris at FM

Maurice, 1833, Rarissime Atlas, here without the 2 volumes of text, A portrait from the 

author and 115 plates engraved on 106 sheets, engraved by Susemihl after Dupont, 

Delestre and Verollot, printed and colored by hand. (Scattered redness.) Half-sheepskin of

the time - Provenance: library of a Luxembourg doctor of Remich at the beginning of the 

XXth century - ORIGINAL EDITION OF THE FIRST MODERN TREATY ON THE SUBJECT

146 300 500

Jean de LA FONTAINE : Oeuvres de Monsieur de La Fontaine, Nouvelle édition, à ANVERS, 

Chez les frères Jacob et Henry Sauvage, Libraires, à l'Enseigne d'Apollon, 1726, 3 volumes 

Large In-4, First collective edition of the Works. Impression in Paris by Lancelot and not in 

Antwerp as indicated by the title page

147 80 120

Louis-Albert JOLY de CHOIN : Instructions sur le rituel contenant la Théorie, & la Pratique 

des Sacrements…, à Lyon chez les Frères Perisse, 1778, 3 beautiful volumes In-4 full calf, 

back to episcopal arms, Bookplates P. Daubignard and others
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148 450 700

Summarien oder gründliche Auslegung über die gantze Heil. Schrifft Alten und Neuen 

Testamentes, wie auch über die so genannten Apocrypha, Leipzig ben Joh. Friederich 

Gleditsch, 1709, 6 volumes bound in 3 volumes In-4 full black morocco, back with 5 

nerves, engraved and stamped plates with the episcopal golden arms of Saarbrücken 

"Furst Schloss Kirche 1715", golden slices

149 100 150

Ioannem NICOLAI : Summa Theologica S Thomae Aquinatis, Quinti Ecclesiae Doctoris iure 

merito angelici, Paris Apud Societatem, 1663, 2 volumes In-folio under full sheepskin 

binding (defects in use), plate engraved by L. Gaultier depicting St Thomas Aquinas), very 

solid copies - Interesting handwritten note on the inside cover "Mémoire à la Posterité" 

relating the great cold and the great famine of 1709 in St Amand La Cheyre in Auvergne

150 120 180

Augustin CALMET : Commentaire litteral sur tous les livres de l'Ancien et du Nouveau 

Testament Les Epitres de Saint Paul, à Paris chez Pierre Emery, 1741, Two In-4 volumes 

under full sheepskin binding, beautiful condition

151 70 100

Les lettres de S. Augustin, traduites en françois sur l'édition nouvelle des Pères 

Benedictins de la Congrégation de S. Maur ou elles sont rangées selon l'ordre des temps, 

Paris chez Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1684, Band 1 bis 6 ohne Band 4, In-8-Schaffellbindung 

(Verschleiß und Unfälle), Ex libris

152 220 450

DUCLOS & BRUNET : Dictionnaire Bibliographique, Historique et critique des livres rares, 

précieux, singuliers, curieux, estimés et recherchés, à Paris chez Cailleau et Fils, 1790, 

Tome 1 (A-G), Tome 2 (H-SCA), Tome 3 (SCH-Z) + Tome 4 supplement in Paris at Delalain, 

1802, In-8 under full leather (wear and accidents)

153 70 100

Set of 6 volumes of this English journal of reference on Art Nouveau: The STUDIO, Year 

1895 on leather binding, Volume 17 (Juin 1899), Volume 24 (Octobre 1901), Volume 30 

(Octobre 1903), Volume 31 (Février 1904), Volume 44 (Juin 1908)

154 550 900

Exceptional almost complete series of the superb FMR glossy art review (Edizione 

italiana), mensile di Franco Maria RICCI, from number # 1 of March 1982 to number # 132 

of March 1999 (missing numbers # 39 to # 47) + Index of the first 100 issues + The 5 

Special Issues

155 120 200

Surprising collection of this professional magazine EMBALLAGES, La revue française du 

Conditionnement, de l'Emballage, de la Manutention et de la Présentation, 13 volumes in 

1/2 leather binding including the years 1948 to 1957, Beautiful edition of this professional 

magazine cutting edge of modernity and technology with samples, advertisements of the 

time, products and materials, a dive into the post-war years

156 70 100
Medal of the coronation of Elisabeth II in 1953 with its reduction and ribbon, original box 

"QUEEN ELIZABETH II CROWNED 2nd JUNE 1953"

157 70 100
Paul BELMONDO (1898-1982), French artist, Bronze medal: J L BARRAULT Homme de 

Théâtre, signed on both sides, original storage box - Diameter: 63 mm
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158 90 150

Medal of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany in gilded metal, awarded 

in 1997, very good condition, accompanied by the recipient's patent signed by the 

President of the German Federal Republic Roman HERZOG, framed and pin, box original, 

very good condition

159 100 150
Emile MONIER (1883-1970), French sculptor, Bronze medal representing the French 

colonies in West Africa, 1930: Young girl Senoufo (Ivory Coast) - Diameter: 58 mm

160 90 140
Set of 3 commemorative silver medals: Taler of the 700th anniversary of the Swiss 

confederation (1291 - 1991) - Total weight: 217 g

161 200 300

Complete set of the distinction of Grand Officer of the National Order of Merit, ITALY, 

instituted in 1951: Neck cross, rosette, buttonhole, pectoral cross in silver, vermeil and 

email, original box of the house Cravanzola succ. Gardino, Roma

162 350 450

Cross of Grand Officer of the Order of the Crown of Belgium in silver, vermeil and enamel, 

perfect condition, accompanied by the recipient's certificate signed by the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Willy CLAES, original box P. Degreef

163 350 500

Medal of Grand Officer of the Grand Ducal order of the oak crown (Luxembourg) with his 

pectoral cross in silver and vermeil, excellent condition, accompanied by the patent 

signed by Prime Minister Jean-Claude JUNCKER, original box

164 850 1100

Rare medal (Gold and enamel) of grand officer of the Order of the Mérite (LUXEMBOURG) 

+ Pectoral cross. Original padded box and framed recipient's certificate, very good 

condition

165 40 80

D. OSAKI: Booklet including 12 Japanese prints depicting the Yedo calendar at the time of 

the Shogun government "Explication des tableaux représentant les Yédoiennes pendant 

l'année", 1950s

166* 400 600
Pair of green family porcelain plates and gold decor, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722), 

Perfect condition - Diameter: 22 cm

167* 200 300 Family rose porcelain coffee pot (enamel jumps), China, 18th century - Height: 18 cm

168* 150 200 Family rose porcelain teapot,  China, 18th century - Height: 12 cm

169* 200 300
Pair of Family rose covered porcelain cups, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) - Height: 

9cm

170* 150 200

Statuette of a dignitary in gold and red lacquered wood, South China, 19th century, 

Represented standing, wearing a long dress, hand crossed in the sleeves (Missing piece) - 

Height: 41 cm

171 50 80
Statuette of an old man scratching his back, in glazed stoneware (glued arm), China, 20th 

century - Height: 19 cm

172 80 120

White blue porcelain ginger jar, China, early 20th century, Decorated with prunus flowers 

(Shard at the edge and missing the cover), blackened wooden base - Height excluding 

base: 18 cm
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173 80 120

Earthenware bowl, Japan, 20th century, Decorated with two animated scenes of 

characters in cartridges on a background of flowers - Height: 29 cm, Maximum diameter in

the center: 46 cm

174 40 70
Metal tea box and painted glass panels, China, 20th century, Engraved with flowers on the

sides and 2 triptychs of scenes from a playhouse - Height: 17 cm

175 100 150
Two elements of char wood, India, late 19th century, Representing deities, traces of 

polychromy - Height: 16 cm & 13.5 cm

176 40 70

Jewelry box in lacquered and inlaid wood, China, 20th century, With painted floral 

decoration and mother-of-pearl inlays on the theme of nature, compartment with mirror 

under the cover and 2 drawers, brass fittings, many small shocks on the edges - Size: 22.5 

x 35.5 x 33 cm

177* 80 120

Small cabinet in wood marquetry, Japan, circa 1900/1910, In black lacquered wood on the

top and precious wood marquetry on the front opening with three drawers and two 

lacquered doors at the top revealing 6 drawers, engraved fittings and side handles - Size: 

19 x 38 x 37 cm

178 30 40 Bi disc in brownish jade, China, With archaic decoration - Diameter: 6 cm

179* 60 80
Jade chimera, China, Lying, head turned back, holding a lingzhi in its mouth - Length: 6 cm,

Height: 3.5 cm

180 30 40 Jade goose, China - Length: 6 cm, Height: 4.5 cm

181* 50 70
Green and rust jade pendant, China, 20th century, Representing an immortal - Height: 51 

mm, Thickness: 12 mm

182 30 40
Bi disc in jade, China, 20th century, Decorated with an identical dragon on both sides - 

Diameter: 54 mm, Thickness: 13 mm

183* 60 80
Small jadeite paintbrush, China, 20th century, With bat decor at the edge - Diameter: 53 

mm, Thickness: 13 mm

184* 50 70
Mythical animal in rock crystal carved, China, 20th century, wooden base - Length: 10 cm, 

Height without base: 7.5 cm

185* 60 80
Group in carved turquoise, China, 20th century, Representing a woman holding a lotus, a 

child holding a fish by his side, wooden base - Length: 7 cm, Height without base: 6 cm

186* 50 70
Bronze vase, Japan, late 19th century, The belly decorated with a dragon in relief below 

ruyi, the handles in the shape of elephant heads - Diameter: 9.5 cm, Height: 12.5 cm

187 40 60
Tripod bronze vase, Japan, circa 1900, Decorated with birds and fruit trees (lack on the 

neck) - Diameter: 11 cm, Height: 13 cm

188 20 30
Tripod scent burner covered in bronze, China, 20th century, the lid decorated with a 

dragon - Diameter: 11.5 cm, Height: 8 cm
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189* 60 80

Bronze tripod scent burner, China, 20th century, The rounded belly, two handles on the 

border, apocryphal mark Xuande at the base (old restoration at the bottom) - Diameter: 

13 cm, Height: 9.5 cm

190* 50 70
Round box covered in cloisonné enamels, China, early 20th century, Decorated with 

peonies on a dark blue background - Diameter: 8 cm, Height: 5.5 cm

191* 80 120 Pair of partitioned enamel birds, China, 20th century - Length: 6.5 cm, Height: 3.5 cm

192 30 40
Circular bronze box, India, 20th century, carved with plant motifs, 2 rings on the edge - 

Diameter: 12 cm, Height: 9 cm

193* 60 80
Doucai porcelain bowl, China, 20th century, Decorated with roosters, apocryphal brand 

Kangxi at the base - Diameter: 6.7 cm, Height: 3 cm

194* 150 200

Cup in copper and cloisonné enamels, China, 20th century, With lotus decoration, foliage 

and geometric patterns, apocryphal mark Ming at the base - Diameter: 30 cm, Height: 9 

cm

195* 150 200

Bronze vase Hu, China, late 19th, early 20th century, Baluster, belly and neck decorated 

with registers of archaic patterns on Greek background, two movable rings supported by 

masks on the neck - Diameter: 14.5 cm, Height: 18.5 cm

196* 300 400
Baluster vase in white blue porcelain, China, 20th century, Decorated with an old man 

under a pine tree and his servant, apocryphal brand Qianlong at the base - Height: 40 cm

197* 100 150
Bi disc in jade, China, 20th century, with archaic decoration - Diameter: 11.5 cm, 

Thickness: 7 mm

198* 150 200

Jug in red copper and white porcelain, China, 20th century, The lenticular paunch, the 

upper part and the phoenix-shaped pouring spout, the lower part decorated with lotus 

and leaf scrolls (long feaves) - Height: 18.5 cm, Thickness: 7 cm, Length: 23 cm

199* 150 200
Small blue porcelain bottle vase "Moonlight", China, 20th century, The globular paunch 

surmounted by a tubular neck - Height: 19 cm

200* 1000 1500

Large polychrome porcelain vase, China, 20th century, Baluster, decorated with immortals

and children under a large pine tree, a poem at the top, mint mark Cang Jing Shan Fang at 

the base - Height: 36 cm

201* 1000 1500

Potiche covered in famille rose porcelain, China, 20th century, Octagonal, decorated with 

panels of movable objects, edges with floral motifs, grip of the cover in the shape of a Fô 

dog (wear to the gilding) - Height: 54 cm

202* 150 200
Dark green hard stone sculpture, China, Representing a Guanyin standing with folded 

hands - Height: 27 cm

203* 2.000 3.000

Statuette of Jambhala in gilded bronze, Tibet, 19th-20th century, Represented seated on 

the back of a dragon resting on a lotiform base, the threatening face, wearing a tiara and 

adorned with necklaces - Size: 12 x 21 cm, Height: 29 cm
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204* 600 800

Bronze statue, Tibet, 20th century, Representing a terrifying deity and its paredra crushing

two characters and surrounded by two other deities on a lotiform base - Size: 19 x 35 cm, 

Height: 38 cm

205* 1.000 1.500

Bronze Amitayus statue, Southeast Asia, 20th century, Represented seated in padmasana 

on a tiered, lotiform base, hands in dhyanamudra holding a vase - Dimensions: 34 x 40 cm,

Height: 62 cm

206* 150 200
Stamping, China, 20th century, Decorated with a Taoist dignitary, accompanied by 

calligraphy - Dimensions: 75 cm

207 100 150 Set of six silk prints, contemporary work

208* 200 300
Thangka d'Avalokiteshvara, Tibet, 20th century, Representing the divinity seated on a 

lotus in front of a mandorla, entourage in embroidered silk - Size: 77 x 64 cm

209* 200 300
Thangka de Mandala, Tibet, 19th-20th century, The Mandala in the center surrounded by 

a multitude of monks and characters (folds and wear) - Size: 87 x 62 cm

210 20 30
Turquoise pendant, China, Representing a Bi disc, mounted in passementries - Diameter: 

4.5 cm

211 20 30
Malachite plate, China, Representing a fabulous animal on one side, a peach on the other 

(small gaps) - Dimensions: 3.7 x 5 cm

212 30 40 Soapstone group depicting a deity, China - Height: 4.5 cm

213 30 40 Hard stone chimera, China, Glued tail - Length: 4.5 cm, Height: 3.5 cm

214 60 80 Bi hard stone disc, China, Han style, carved with dragons - Diameter: 8 cm

215 20 30 Hard stone pendant with stylized dragon head - Height: 5 cm

216 30 40 Small stamp in hard stone, China, Representing a dog of Fô lying - Height: 3.7 cm

217* 100 150 Jade group, China, Representing a monkey and a crab on a lotus seed - Height: 7 cm

218* 100 150 Jade pendant, China, Representing a hoho - Height: 6.5 cm

219 20 30 Green stone seal with ideogram at the base and signature on the side - Height: 5 cm

220* 80 120
Jade pendant, China, Representing a character in the style of the Han (small shine) - 

Height: 4.2 cm

221* 150 200
Statuette of a woman in jadeite, China, 20th century, Represented standing, dressed in a 

long dress, a scarf falling in scrolls along the body - Height: 21 cm

222* 150 200

Cup and teapot porcelain blue white, China, 18th century, The circular cup, decorated 

with willow and peonies, the teapot decorated with various animals (horse, rabbit, 

buffalo, mouse, etc ...); accident at the handle and the lid of the teapot - Diameter of the 

cup: 16 cm, Height of the teapot: 10 cm [Lot put back on sale following unpaid sale of 

November 24, 2019]
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223* 1200 1800

Enamelled green and yellow enamelled planter, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722), 

Rectangular, the exterior decorated with birds, prunus, bamboo and rocks, the lower part 

and the underside of the border adorned with stylized flower motifs - Width: 22.5 cm [Lot 

put back on sale following unpaid sale of November 24, 2019]

224 60 100

Lot of 3 small silver snuff boxes, the underside of the lid containing a mirror, enameled lid 

decorated with birds, dragons and flowers, side surface entirely engraved with patterns 

and flowers, beautiful condition - Diameter: 5.5 cm, Height : 2.5 cm

225 100 150 Set of 2 glass embroidery, China, 19th century - Size: 31.5 x 35.5 cm & 38 x 37 cm

226 60 80
Ink and color painting on paper, China, 20th century, Representing an old man and his dog

- Size: 72 x 52 cm

227 60 80
Ink and color painting on paper, China, 20th century, Representing an old man surrounded

by animals - Size: 72 x 52 cm

Part II (2 PM to 6 PM)

228 50 80 Pair of female heads in ebony, work from the 50s - height: 21 cm

229 100 150
Bronze sculpture stitched on a marble base and depicting an African woman carrying a 

jug, signature ATXA 5 - Total height: 33 cm

230 80 120
Incense burner of North African origin, brass engraved with floral motifs and inscriptions, 

Early 20th century- Diameter at the top: 36 cm, height: 17 cm

231 250 400
Wooden Baoulé woman sculpture, attached plinth, 1st half of the 20th century - Height 

without plinth: 68 cm

232 200 400 Wooden mask, Ivory Coast, 1st half of the 20th century - Height: 30 cm

233 200 400
Wooden mask with female figure, rope and leather on the back partially covering the 

skull, 1st half of the 20th century - Height: 27 cm

234 350 500
Wooden sculpture of a seated Baoulé couple, Ivory Coast, 1st half of the 20th century - 

Height: 55 cm

235 650 1000
MENDE mask, wooden helm shape with female figure, Sierra Leone, 1st quarter of the 

20th century - Height: 55 cm, Diameter at the base: 20 x 23 cm

236 450 600
Wooden and studded metal mask, BAMBARA from Mali, 1st half of the 20th century - 

Height: 65 cm

237 450 600

FANG reliquary from Cameroon with feminine evocation, in wood (missing the lower 

part), metal strapping on the arms and iron rings on the left leg, 1st half of the 20th 

century - Height: 69 cm

238 850 1200

MAHONGWE reliquary from Gabon with inlay of metal parts (brass) and metallic laces 

imitating wicker (missing the lower part - similiare model at the DAPPER museum), 1st 

half of the 20th century - Height: 55 cm

239 450 600 OUBI mask, Ivory Coast GREBO: Warthog Man, 1st half of the 20th century - Height: 64 cm

240 850 1200 KANAGA mask, Mali, DOGON, 1st half of the 20th century - Height: 100 cm
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241 100 150 Coarsely carved wooden mask, 20th century - Height: 25 cm

242 100 150
Roughly squared statuette, probably from Indonesia, 20th century - Height without stand: 

33 cm

243 100 150 Statuette tribute to motherhood, probably from Indonesia, 20th century - Height: 40 cm

244 200 400 Polychrome mask with ape-like face, origin of Asia, 20th century - Height: 20 cm

245 150 250
Polychrome mask, eyes made using a mirror, side rods, origin of Asia, 20th century - 

Height: 37 cm

246 40 60
Candlestick in gilded brass resting on 3 feet and carved with faces of Christ, the Virgin and 

Saint Peter, late 19th century - Height: 41 cm

247 80 120
Candle holder in gilded lacquered wood, mounted as a lamp, Baroque style, 3-light 

opaline under large lampshade - Height: 173 cm

248 200 300
Pair of Candlesticks in golden brass in Baroque style, 1st half of the 20th century - Height 

with point: 25 cm

249 450 800
Candlesticks in gilded copper, weighted base, barrel turned, some shocks, a tear in the 

metal, Period 17th century - Height: 80 cm

250 3200 4500
Pair of candlesticks in gilded bronze resting on 3 claw feet, turned barrel surmounted by a 

cup and a spade, beautiful condition, Northern Italy, Period 17th century - Height: 82 cm

251 70 110
Small bronze cup with golden patina with clover motif, probably for religious use, small 

shocks - Diamètre: 8 cm, Height: 13 cm

252 300 400

Greek silver icon (925) chiseled and embellished with gold, Hallmark of the Greek 

goldsmith M.I. Armaos, mounted on wood, original box - Size: 35cm x 28.5 cm, Gross 

weight: 1850 g

253 400 600

Christ in ivory of Dieppe late seventeenth-early eighteenth, finely carved: open eyes, open

mouth with visible teeth, short beard in small wavy locks, hair with long loops on the 

shoulders, crown of thorns, Peronzonium retained by a cord, reported frame - Height of 

Christ: 14 cm

254 50 90
Oval black lacquered box, Russian work by Kholoui, fox decor, signed and numbered, 

beautiful condition -Length: 7 x 4 cm, Height: 2 cm

255 100 200
Rectangular black lacquered box, Russian work by Palekh, 1960s, decor of bow hunters, 

signed and numbered, beautiful condition - Length: 12 x 12 cm, Height: 4 cm

256 100 200
Rectangular black lacquered box, Russian work by Palekh, 1960s, decor of bow hunters, 

signed and numbered, beautiful condition - Length: 12 cm, Width: 9 cm, Height: 4.5 cm

257 100 200

Black Russian lacquered box by Palekh from the 60s, decoration with rider and horse, 

signed and numbered with certificate of authenticity, beautiful condition - Length: 12 cm, 

Width: 10 cm

258 40 60
Carved ivory depicting a seated child holding a fruit, China, 1st half of the 20th century - 

height: 6.5 cm
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259 40 60 Pair of turned ivory candlesticks, crack, late 19th century - Height: 27 cm

260 40 60

Set of 3 ivory objects from the early 20th century: a brush (20.5 cm, small accident on one

edge), an elephant (height: 5 cm) and a letter opener "Kinshasa, February 15, 1928" 

engraved on the blade (length: 24 cm)

261 140 200
Group of 2 characters in the fight, enhanced clothing, Japan, mid-20th century - Height: 9 

cm

262 100 150 Market scene, in ivory, Japan, around 1930/1940 - Height: 9 cm, Base: 9 cm

263 300 450
Carved ivory okimono of a merchant and his child, Japan, circa 1920-1930 - Height: 19.5 

cm

264 150 250 Carved ivory okimono of a man holding a fan, Japan, circa 1930-1940 - Height: 16 cm

265 50 80 Figure with a satchel, in ivory, Japan, around 1930/1940 - Height: 10.5 cm

266 150 250 Statuette of Hotei in polychrome ivory, Japan, mid-20th century - Height: 10 cm

267 150 250 Carved ivory okimono of a fisherman, Japan, circa 1930-1940 - Height: 19 cm

268 70 100
Group of 2 figures, one covering the other, ivory (small lack of hair), Japan, mid-20th 

century - Height: 5 cm, Base: 7 cm

269 150 200
Carved ivory okimono, Japan, circa 1940, Signed Shungetsu (a piece of leaf missing) - 

Height: 18 cm

270 50 80 Carved ivory box, with 2 elephants, openwork, India, mid-20th century - Length: 8.5 cm

271 180 250
Ivory Buddha head (small gaps on the edge and on 3 crown flames), China, mid-20th 

century - Height: 12 cm

272 100 150 Cheerful Buddha on wooden base, ivory, China, mid-20th century - Height: 10 cm

273 100 150 Sage with heron, ivory, Japan, circa 1950-1960 - Height: 11.5 cm

274 180 300
Group of characters: fight between a man and 2 children, polychrome ivory, Japan, mid-

20th century - Height: 11 cm

275 100 150 Carved ivory octopus basket character, Japan, circa 1930-1940 - Height: 9.5 cm

276 150 250 Samurai in full dress, polychrome ivory, Japan, mid-20th century - Height: 10 cm

277 50 80 Child holding a lotus, ivory, China, mid-20th century - Height: 14 cm

278 150 250 Character with 2 carved ivory saddlebags, Japan, circa 1930-1940 - Height: 16.5 cm

279 100 150 Sage, ivory, China, mid-20th century - Height: 20.5 cm

280 100 150 Geisha with a fan, polychrome ivory, Japan, mid-20th century - Height: 18 cm

281 100 150 Buddha with raised arms, ivory, China, mid-20th century - Height without stand: 15.5 cm

282 100 150
Set of 4 ivory horses including one with a broken leg, China, mid-20th century - Height 

with base: 7.5 cm

283 120 200 Ivory statuette: Fisherman hoisting his net, China, mid-20th century - Height: 23 cm

284 120 200 Set of 3 ivory statuettes representing Geishas - Height: 12.5 cm, 15.5 cm and 18 cm

285 140 200

Set of 6 perfume crystal perfume bottles, brass and ivory stoppers and an ivory lid powder

jug, Late 19th-early 20th century - Bottle heights: from 12.5 to 16 cm, Diameter of pot: 12 

cm
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286 70 100

Set of 3 religious books (Roman parishioner) with ivory covers and clasp, two with a first 

engraved plate (dislocated back) and the last with brass marquetry, late 19th century - 

Height: 10.5 cm

287 30 50 Set of 6 horses in glazed stoneware - Height: 8 cm

288 40 80
LONGWY earthenware soup plate with floral decoration, in the center a crane perched on 

a railing, late 19th century - Diameter: 25.5 cm

289 220 350
LONGWY earthenware dish, central reserve decorated with herons, designed by AK 

(Albert KIRCHTETTER), 1950s - Diameter: 36.5 cm

290 320 450
Rare earthenware vase by LONGWY with 2 handles depicting elephant's tusks, 1930s - 

Height: 33.5 cm

291 350 500
LONGWY enamel dish with Martin Pêcheur decoration, "AK" booster and signature from 

1934, very good condition - Diameter: 36.5 cm

292 720 900

Very rare LONGWY earthenware bowl decorated with a dragon, decorated by Rolande 

RIZZI, numbered piece 50 out of 60 produced, 1944-1949 period - Diameter: 37.5 cm, 

Height: 8 cm

293 30 50
Elegant covered tripod pot in Limoges porcelain, stamped SINGER (manufactured after 

1951), impeccable condition - Length: 8 cm, Height: 5.5 cm

294 40 80

Tea service in Limoges porcelain, golden border and cobalt blue, brand A. Vignaud. 

Limoges, early 20th century: 12 dessert plates, 12 cups and saucers, milk jug, very good 

condition - Plate diameter: 14.5 cm and 9 cm

295 40 80

Limoges porcelain service, Balleroy & Cie (brand of the house Ritzen Soeur in Brussels), 

border of gilded greeks, early 20th century: 12 cups and a dish with a handle, very good 

condition - Diameter of plates: 8, 4 cm

296 90 140

Hinged Le Tallec egg-shaped painted and enamelled porcelain box with Asian decor, 

Signed Le Tallec under the base - initials of the painter AM. Paris. France. Impeccable 

condition - Length: 12 cm, Height: 7 cm

297 100 180
Small openwork porcelain bowl with polychrome and golden floral decoration, Dresden, 

19th century (small lack in a few petals) - Diameter: 14 cm, Height: 6 cm

298 250 400

Set of two CAPODIMONTE porcelain groups at the beginning of the 19th century: family of

vagrants with children, marked under the base of the crowned N (right hand of the glued 

woman) - Height: 18 cm

299 250 400

Porcelain group CAPODIMONTE early 19th, base on brass base: Collin Maillard, marked 

under the base of the crowned N, beautiful condition - Diameter of the base: 19 cm, 

Height: 17 cm

300 150 300

Small openwork porcelain bowl with polychrome and gold floral decoration, Ansbach 

Bavaria 1758 - 1800, very good condition (one missing petal) - Base diameter: 12.5 cm, 

Height: 6 cm
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301 90 150
Covered pot resting on a pale blue porcelain plate with gold palmette and scroll patterns, 

Empire Period (ca 1800), Brand MO under the base - Plate diameter: 20 cm, height: 18 cm

302 80 120
Set of two earthenware figures (Sèvres), accompanied by their dog, brand L under the 

base, very good condition - Base: 8 cm, Height: 13.5 cm

303 80 120
Potpourri in Sèvres porcelain, turquoise blue sheathed with a frieze decorated with leaves

and hop fruits in patinated brass, early 20th century - Size: 13 x 22 cm, Height: 9.5 cm

304 250 400 Spittoon in Sèvres porcelain, 18th century - Diameter: 24 cm, Height: 9.5 cm

305 80 120
Sèvres biscuit group featuring 2 cherubs playing and garlands of flowers, beautiful 

condition - Height: 25.5 cm

306 80 120
Group of Sèvres biscuit figuring 3 putti playing with a dove, hollow mark under the base, 

small defects - Height: 22 cm

307 80 120
Sèvres biscuit group: Ariane, 3 putti and the panther, good condition (small chip around 

the base) - Height: 30 cm

308 70 120
SEVRES porcelain: Old man standing on his stick, golden brass plinth, mid-20th century 

(right hand glued back) - Height: 15.5 cm

309 50 80 Music box spinning a couple of porcelain dancers, in the style of MEISSEN - Height: 22 cm

310 120 180

Earthenware candlestick probably MEISSEN, beautiful finesse of the decoration, flowers in

slip and woman in the book, brand H under the base, very good condition - Length: 16 cm,

height: 33 cm

311 100 150
Set of 2 MEISSEN porcelain soup plates, decoration with dragons, 1970s - Diameter: 17 

and 18 cm

312 100 150
Large deep dish with openwork edge and decoration of green flowers, MEISSEN porcelain,

60s / 70s - Diameter: 28.5 cm

313 180 300
Porcelain Group from Saxony, MEISSEN: the chess game, unbranded, beautiful condition - 

Width of the base: 16 cm, Height: 13 cm

314 900 1200

Rare figure in Earthenware acting as salt and pepper shakers, shiny glaze, late 18th 

century: The Turk on the stone, VILLEROY & BOCH factory, very good condition - Height: 

16.5 cm, Length of the base: 12.5 cm

315 180 230

Earthenware urn on square foot, Directoire Period, decorated with slip flowers, openwork

cover with hearts and flowers, good condition despite some defects of time - Height: 18 

cm

316 800 1300

Set of two characters, a fishmonger and a seller of spoons in the style "Les cris de Paris" in

Strasbourg earthenware, stamped H 39 (Joseph Hannong), beautiful condition - Height: 18

cm

317 60 90

Mustard pot with pink and blue floral decoration, attributed to the Veuve Perrin 

workshop, 18th century, raised edge in pink color, good condition despite some wear of 

time - Length: 13 cm, Height: 9.5 cm

318 70 100 A refresher with blue and pink floral decoration, attributed to the Veuve Perrin workshop, 
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18th century, raised edge in dark pink / mauve color, Long fêles - Length: 25 cm, Height: 8 

cm

319 70 100

Set of 3 plates with floral decorations, of variable dimensions, attributed to the Veuve 

Perrin workshop, 18th century, Raised edges in pink color on 2 of the 3 pieces, Borders 

with égrenures - Diameter: from 23 cm to 33 cm

320 100 200

A plate stamped VP * (Veuve Perrin) accompanied by a pot from the same house, plate 

from the period 1752-1790 and associated with Honoré Savy, fine decor with pink, mauve 

and yellow flowers, edges in pink on the two pieces (lack on the edge of the plate) - 

Diameter: 24.5 cm, Height of: 10 cm

321 70 140

Set of 3 plates with floral decoration and butterflies for one of them, 18th century, 

workshop of Joseph HANNONG in Strasbourg, Presence of 2 stamps on 3 (H 39 and 23), 

beautiful condition - Diameter: 25 cm and 29 , 5 cm

322 90 140
DW KARLSBADER porcelain mocha set with a rich golden decoration: 12 cups and saucers, 

very good condition, length - Height: 8.5 cm

323 20 40 Towel roll in silver 925 from the house CHRISTOFLE, original box - Weight: 37.55 g

324 20 40 Set of silver metal parts: Teapot, covered pot and milk jug + pepper mill resting on 3 feet

325 20 40
Set of silver metal parts: Wine rack (WMF), closed glasses case, glasses rest (Russian 

hallmark) + enameled metal egg resting on a magnetic foot (height: 10 cm)

326 50 80 Mirror silver frame 830 (hallmarks), beveled ice, 19th century - Diameter: 17 cm

327 50 90

Set of STERLING silver objects (925), 1950s: timpani of English origin, engraved ferrule and

cigarette case of Thai origin - Total weight: 248 g + 800 "SCHUBERT" silver storage pocket 

by A. HARTIG, goldsmith Alexander STURM, Vienna - Weight: 129 g

328 80 120

Silver ashtray (Silver and swan punch), rim sheathed with a jade ring, cigarette holder in 

blue email silver, the body is decorated with leaf motifs made of silver mesh - Diameter: 8 

cm, Height: 3.5 cl, Weight: 133 g

329 30 50

Kit for cutting game (fork, knife and sharpening stone) from the British house "Georges 

REYNOLDS & Co. Sheffield", horn handle, silver ferrules, in a vintage box, 1st quarter of 

the 20th century - Length: 43 cm

330 30 50
Set of 5 small spoons in vermeil, Hallmark Minerva and goldsmith's hallmark 

(grasshopper) - Length: 10.5 cm, weight: 44.26 g

331 30 50
Set of 4 spoons with ivory handle (1 ferrule with missing) and vermeil shell-shaped blade, 

punches - Length: 15 cm

332 50 90

Set of dessert cutlery (16 cm forks and 17 cm knives) in silver metal, golden blade, late 

19th century + 800 silver knife and fork in vermeil blades + 2 tooth fork with engraved 

handle in 800 silver + 2 tooth fork in silver metal with English lion hallmark + Fork with 3 

teeth and burrs in silver with hallmarks

333 50 90 STERLING silver cutlery set including 6 identical monogrammed coffee spoons - Weight: 
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206 g

334 50 90

In a satin box (Luxembourg store), set of 3 cutlery in French silver (Minerve 2 punch): 

butter knife, tea strainer and small asparagus spoon (vermeil blade), goldsmith's punches, 

ivory handles - Size of the box: 13 x 24 cm

335 70 100

Set of teaspoons, silver Mercury head export hallmark Title 1, Goldsmith hallmark EP 

(Jean-Emile PUIFORCAT): 6 Mocha spoons with vermeil cup (10.5 cm) & 7 teaspoons (13 

cm) - Weight: 228 g

336 550 850
Fish set for 12 persons: forks and knives, silver Mercury head export hallmark Title 2, 

Goldsmith hallmark Jean-Emile PUIFORCAT - Weight: 1.280 g

337 900 1300

800 silver cutlery set: 10 mocha spoons, 12 forks and 12 dessert knives, 12 forks and 12 

dessert knives, 12 knives, 7 forks, a ladle, a vermeil bottom sauce spoon, Czech hallmarks 

period 1929-1942 - Total weight: 4331 g

338 230 300
Toiletry set in 800 silver, presence of a hallmark with clover, good condition, missing one 

of the accessories - Base: 20 x 30 cm, Weight: 743 g

339 100 150
Silver candlestick mounted as a lamp, punched with an upright lion and a goldsmith's 

punch - Height: 22.5 cm, Weight: 327 g

340 100 150

Silver cup, Russian origin, engraved with floral motifs, heightened vermeil on the outside, 

vermeil interior, hallmark of Saint Petersburg, hallmark 875, hallmark 1854 and the 

goldsmith AM - Height: 17.5 cl - Weight: 106 g + Russian original saucer, hallmark 1861 

and hallmark of Moscow, goldsmith's mark half erased - Diameter: 13 cm, Weight: 77.16 g

+ 833 silver dish, goldsmith's mark with 3 stars in the corners of a triangle - Diameter: 8.5 

cm, Weight: 35.80 g

341 20 40

Contemporary sculpture entitled "COOPERATION", 750 gold and 925 silver, depicting a 

terrestrial globe surrounded by tongues carrying universal policies Population, Education, 

Food, Employment, globe resting on a silver lattice - Total weight: 256 g

342 220 300
Minoan-inspired vermeil cup, hallmark and goldsmith's hallmark from LALAOUNIS Illias 

(1920-2007), good condition - Height: 11cm, Weight: 137g

343 250 400
Lot of 5 closed boxes in 800 silver: a large one on 4 feet (702g) and 4 pill boxes - Weight: 

780 g

344 35 45
Lot of 8 silver medals 800 "Amministrazione provincial di Messina - 1964" in their original 

box - Total weight: 112 g

345 80 120

Set of 800 silver medals: 1. Urho KEKKONEN, Suomi Finland 10 Markkaa, 1975 - Diameter: 

3.5 cm, Weight: 23.36 g, 2. Monnaie de Paris "Eugène MEUNIER 1978" - Diameter: 7 cm, 

Weight : 216 g, 3. Silver medal "Markt im Bremmen", Diameter: 4 cm, Weight: 30.08 g

346 30 50
Set of 3 Elisabeth II silver medals, 1977, 2 copies with case and plexiglass, the other free - 

Diameter: 3.7 cm, Weight: 3 x 28.42 g

347 30 50
Set of 4 silver medals published on the occasion of the XX. 1972 Munich Olympiad, in 

original case + One additional piece - Weight: 5 x 15.67 g
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348 30 50
Set of 4 silver coins 250 Frs BAUDOUIN 1976 - Diameter: 3.5 cm, Weight: 4 x 25.06 g, 

White steel medal "1831-1865 LEOPOLDUS I" - Diameter: 11 cm

349 20 40
Set of Vatican medals in cases with ecclesiastical weapons: 1. Pope John Paul II (Bronze), 

2. Pax Vobis 1975 (Bronze), 3. Paul VI medal (Silver)

350 40 70
Silver blotting paper holder depicting a scene from "Kermesse Flamande" (from a painted 

work by David Teniers), Beautiful condition - Length: 13 cm, Height: 3 cm, Weight: 116 g

351 700 1000

Circular silver dish with hallmark of the goldsmith Armand CATLIAT, goldsmith in Lyon 

from 1819 to 1838, hallmark hallmark of the departments - Diameter: 32 cm, Weight: 748 

g

352 1800 2500

Silver soup tureen resting on 4 scrolled feet, domed lid with floral ornament applied and 

taking the shape of a closed rose bud, vertical grooves on the edge, 18th century period - 

Height: 25 cm, Diameter edge to edge: 22 cm, Weight: 2.113 g

353 2800 4000

Silver chocolate maker resting on 3 feet, Hallmark of the goldsmith of the Emperor 

Napoleon and Tsar Alexander: Marie-Joseph-Gabriel GENU, hallmark of a Greek woman 

(hallmark used from 1794 to 1797) , Vuillard warranty hallmark (1798 and 1809), good 

condition, boxwood handle, late 18th century - Height: 26 cm, Weight: 763 g

354 70 100
Set of silver objects hallmark Minerva and goldsmiths DUROUSSEAU and RAYNAUD, 20s: 

Timbale, towel roll and rattle - Weight: 233 g

355 60 90
English silver pill box, London hallmark and goldsmith CR, Hallmark l (1906), interior part 

in vermeil - Size: 7,5 x 5 x 2 cm, Weight: 102 g

356 40 60
925 silver plate for the wedding of the King of Greece CONSTANTIN II in 1964 with Anne-

Marie of Denmark - Diameter: 9.5cm, Weight: 59 g

357 30 50 Cigarette case in silver, PM monogram, 20s - Size: 5 x 8 cm, Weight: 69.13 g

358 60 90
800 silver cigarette box, hallmark title and hallmark SRS, cover engraved with the motif of 

a female figure from Burma, 1st half of the 20th century - Size: 11 x 7.5 cm, Weight: 144 g

359 100 150
Box with engraved cover with geometric decoration, Minerva hallmark, vermeil interior, 

20th century - Height: 3.5 cm, Diameter: 12 cm, Weight: 202 g

360 150 250
Silver cigarette box with 3 interior cedar compartments, London and date hallmark (1917),

erased goldsmith hallmark - Size: 18 x 9 x 6 cm, Weight: 482 g

361 250 350

Silver cigarette box with 2 interior compartments in cedar, hallmark Minerve 1 and 

goldsmith PUIFORCAT (EP) as well as the signature "PUIFORCAT - Orfèvre", vermeil side 

sides, 1920s - Size: 16 x 11.5 x 3.5 cm, Weight: 607 g

362 70 120
Vermeil cigarette box, hallmark of the lion and the year (1922), missing the hallmark of 

Birmingham (small impact on the upper right edge) - Size: 12 x 8 x 1 cm, Weight: 208 g

363 250 300

Set of silver objects (800 or 925, title hallmarks): a blotter holder, a square cup, a coaster, 

a monogrammed card holder, a closed box engraved with bird motifs (Morocco), a 

bracelet , one staple - Total weight: 550 g
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364 40 60
Silver cup (900), hallmark of Egypt with cat and goldsmith M, 1st half of the 20th century -

Diameter: 11.5 cm, height: 3.5 cm, Weight: 58.54 g

365 40 60

English silver salt shaker from Birmingham, A&LL goldsmith's hallmark, worn date punch 

(early 20th century), engravings of a dragon with 2 horns and a boar with the motto 

"LOCK SICKER" - Height: 11.5 cm , Weight: 43.62 g

366 180 300

Beautiful vermeil cup with lid entirely engraved with a scene from a cheerful tavern, 

musicians and dancers, resting on 4 feet in the shape of a scallop shell worn by knights, 

hallmarks of London and of the year (1903) , the goldsmith's punch is deleted - Height: 

10.5 cm, Diameter: 12 cm, Weight: 360 g

367 40 70

Pair of small silver cups resting on 3 feet, hallmarks of title and of London as well as of the 

year (ca 1830), hallmark of the goldsmith - Height: 3.5 cm, Diameter: 5.5 cm, Weight: 100 

g + 3 small silver spoons from Birmingham around 1900 - Weight: 16 g

368 40 70

Pair of small silver cups with blue crystal resting on 3 feet, hallmarks of title and of London

as well as of the year (f, around 1830-1850), hallmark of the goldsmith ANSA - Height: 3.5 

cm, Diameter : 5.5 cm, Weight without crystal: 89 g

369 60 90
Pair of silver-plated salt shakers, blue crystal receptacle, baroque decor, Goldsmith James 

DIXON & Sons Sheffield (shards on one of the pots) - Height: 15 cm, Weight: 606 g

370 100 180
Small ogive-shaped crystal vase resting on a bronze tripod carved with eagles, green 

marble base, 19th century - Height: 25.5 cm

371 30 50

Vermeil spoon with carved handle of a dancing couple and of foliage, hallmarks of title 

and of London as well as of the year (f, 1901), hallmark of the goldsmith GF - Length: 14.5 

cm, Weight: 37 g

372 30 50

Silver timpani with 2 handles, engraved on the side "Je tiens ferme", and a silver cup, with 

a goldsmith's punch, lion and letter E (origin 1935 from Guernsey, England), beautiful 

condition - Length: 9.5 cm and 14 cm, Height: 8.5 cm and 4 cm

373 100 150
Stained glass embedded in an oak frame in honor of a merchant, work of German 

inspiration, 19th century - Size: 65 x 47 cm

374 40 60
Set of 7 pewter measures, early 20th century, Belgian excise hallmarks, from 1 Liter to 1 

centiliter

375 150 180
Pair of ostrich eggs resting on 2 feet reported carved pewter, 1st quarter of the 20th 

century - Height of the set: 28 cm

376 50 80 Cast iron Boot-jack with woman and fish decor

377 80 120 Pair of bronze candlesticks, setting of snakes - Height: 21 cm

378 120 200 Inkwell in bronze with 2 bevelled crystal reservoirs, ca 1900 - Length: 31 cm

379 60 90 Silver box and porcelain lid with a gazelle motif, Islamic Art - Size: 14 x 8.5 x 4 cm
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380 100 150

Set of 2 tin plates, 18th century, one with 3 royal crowns and 1783 mention (diameter: 

44.5 cm), the other neutral (31.5 cm) + a tin plate with mention "Bokrÿk" (26 cm) - Total 

weight: 4.290 g

381 100 150

18th century tin pitcher, spout carved with a dragon head (deformed cover), hallmark 

with crowned rose and letters AB, hallmark with winged knight carrying sword and shield 

and letters AB - Height: 29 cm + Tin teapot from the house of Philip Ashberry & sons, 

sheffield, late 19th century - Height: 16 cm + Oblong tin dish, 18th century period, 

hallmark with crowned rose and winged knight carrying sword and shield and letters FDL -

Length: 31 cm

382 30 50
Bone box decorated with engraved flowers and brass inlay, Far Eastern work, interior 

padded with purple velvet - Size: 10.5 x 8 x 4.5 cm

383 240 350

"Balloon" powder box, label titled "Heure Bleue Rose" under the base, circular shape, 

decorated with a view of the Arc de Triomphe and putti, around 1920 (some friction) - 

Diameter: 7 cm, Height : 5 cm

384 80 120
Small bronze chest, richly engraved with a decoration of flowers and petals, resting on 4 

feet, 1st quarter of the 20th century - Size: 10 x 7 x 3.5 cm

385 50 90
Small spherical bronze box covered with mother-of-pearl, screw closure, mid-20th century

- Height: 5 cm

386 90 140
Carved oak chest with motif of branches, cover with reserve including an ivory monogram,

late 19th century - Size: 24 x 16 x 14 cm

387 50 70 Photo frame to ask, in gilded brass, Art Nouveau period - Size: 26 x 18 cm

388 40 70
Set of 3 oval photo frames to ask, including a pair, flower decoration, gilded bronze, 1st 

half of the 20th century - Height: 13.5 and 22.5 cm

389 40 70

Set of 2 pairs of telescopic theater binoculars, one from the 1930s sheathed in leather (9 

cm folded), the other at the end of the 19th century sheathed in leather (default on one) 

and friezes in brass (6 cm folded)

390 40 70

Set of 2 pairs of telescopic theater binoculars from the 1900s: one with a curious compass 

on the support (8 cm), the other "BIASCOPE 6 x Rollensak Rochester USA" in brass (8.5 

cm)

391 50 80 Napoleon III telescopic theater binoculars, brass and ivory (6 cm folded, small cracks)

392 60 90
Napoleon III telescopic theater binoculars, brass, ivory (5 cm folded, missing a banding), 

enamel decoration in tribute to the peoples of the world, mother-of-pearl handle

393 50 80 Marine candlestick, pivoting axis, in bronze, mid-20th century - Height: 26 cm

394 90 150
Object of altar decoration in bronze and brass decorated with grapes, flowers and vine 

leaves, resting on 3 feet, late 19th century - Height: 110 cm
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395 90 150

Rare work necessary for a traveling casino dealer from the beginning of the 20th century: 

box with handle containing 3 canes in mahogany or rosewood (106 cm for the longest), 

one with 2 ivory end pieces, and 4 rosewood blades (with missing) to be screwed onto the

rods (109 cm) as well as 2 tinplate tokens, storage locker - CAZES manufacturing in 

Sauveterre Haute-Garonne (France)

396 180 300

Rare set of medical equipment from the 20s from a Luxembourg doctor: syringes, vials, 

products (Chlorethyl from Dr Bengué, Bradoral, Dr. Vömel ...), enamel tray, vials, scissors 

…

397 150 250

Edward William WYON (1811-1885), English sculptor, Pair of alabaster plaques in a 

gilded / black frame: The 2 children, signature on the edge and date 1st June 1841, medal 

on the back PEREUGIUM REGIBUS - Size: 30 x 30 cm

398 100 150
Luciano CESCHIA (1926-1991), Italian sculptor, Bronze medal made for the "Regione 

Autonoma Friuli Venezia Giulia", 1976 - Diameter: 14.5 cm

399 70 110
Jean Alexandre DELATTRE (born in 1935), French sculptor, Small bronze sculpture: Cross, 

signed - Height: 12 cm

400 200 300

Remo BOMBARDIERI (born in 1936), Italian sculptor, Bronze sculpture: Natale 92, 

depicting 4 doves, piece numbered 15 out of 30 and signed, Plexiglas base - Size: 9.5 x 8.5 

cm, Gross weight: 789 g

401 120 220
Thomas François CARTIER (1879-1943), French sculptor, Terracotta sculpture: Le Tigre, 

signed above right, dated 1916 - Size: 22.5 x 16.5 cm

402 180 300
Jean LURÇAT (1892-1966), French artist, Glazed ceramic: La Gorgone, signed on the back - 

Dimensions without frame: 15 x 15 cm

403 180 300 Patinated terracotta sculpture, signature under the base and date 88 - Height: 29 cm

404 300 500
Jean-Alexandre DELATTRE (born in 1935), steel and bronze sculpture, signed and dated 

98: with open book - Height: 34.5 cm

405 350 550

Vincenzo BIANCHI, Italian artist, Bronze with golden patina awarded on the occasion of 

the 60th Anniversario Monumento All'Europa, Administrazione Prov. Di Frosinone 1927-

1987, signed on one of the arms, storage box - Height: 27 cm, Length: 35 cm

406 400 600
Jean-Alexandre DELATTRE (born in 1935), steel and bronze sculpture, signed and dated 

98: with open book - Height: 34.5 cm

407 450 600
Agathon LEONARD (1841-1923), French sculptor, Alabaster bust: Artémis, signed behind 

shoulder - Height: 40 cm

408 500 800 Émile GRÉGOIRE (1871-1948), French artist, Bronze: L'Archer, signature - Height: 44 cm

409 650 800

Olga OSWALD-SHOROKHOVA (born in 1960), Russo-Luxembourg artist, Glass paste and 

gilded bronze sculpture: Black Rose, unique piece, signed and accompanied by a 

certificate from the artist - Size: 16 x 7 cm [Artworks of the artist present at the Saint-

Petersburg Museum]
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410 1000 1500

Pair of candlesticks transformed into lamps, patinated bronze and gilded bronze, Early 

19th century, representing young satyrs carrying a basket of flowers and fruit on their 

heads and resting on a column surrounded by a garland, gray marble base - Height: 30 cm

411 1500 2000

Alfred BLONDEL (born in 1926), Belgian sculptor, Sculpture from the original edition listed 

EA2 from the series of 4 Artist proofs and 8 numbered copies [certificate of authenticity 

from the attached artist]: Squatting woman, signed under the leg - Height: 22 cm

412 1800 2400

Alfred BLONDEL (born in 1926), Belgian sculptor, Sculpture from the original 3/8 listed 

edition of the series of 4 Artist proofs and 8 numbered copies [certificate of authenticity 

from the attached artist]: Carlotta, signed under the leg - Height: 14 cm, Length: 25 cm 

[Work included in the book devoted to the artist, Page 214: Alfred BLONDEL Sculptor in 

the soul, Marfaga edition, 2016, book attached to the sculpture]

413 3500 5000

Jean-Michel FOLON (1934-2005), French artist, Rare patinated bronze sculpture: Voler, 

signed on the front side, numbered 14/25, stamp of the founder "Bronze Romain Barelier"

- Height: 20 cm

414 3500 4500

Ivan KULINSKI (born in 1970), Bulgarian artist, Sculpture in 2 parts, patinated brass on 

marble base: King and Queen, unique piece, signed and accompanied by an artist 

certificate - Size: 35 x 5 x 36 cm

415 50 80
Art Deco lamp in molded glass, base with twisted spheres, barrel with curved spindles, 

beautiful condition - Height: 64 cm

416 30 50
Pair of lamps from the 1950s in Sèvres crystal, with 3 twists - Height without lampshade: 

27 cm

417 40 60 Lamp from the 1950s in Sèvres crystal, with 4 twists - Height without lampshade: 33 cm

418 80 120
Oil lamp in porcelain decorated with flowers, Art Nouveau period, transformed into 

electric, engraved pewter base - Height: 58 cm with its glass

419 80 120
Telescopic desk lamp with lighting part on articulated arm, entirely in gilded brass, on 3 

claw feet - Height: up to 160 cm

420 80 120
Telescopic desk lamp with lighting part on articulated arm, entirely in gilded brass, on a 

large circular base - Height: up to 160 cm

421 90 150
Chandelier in golden brass with 6 branches, decoration of flowers in the central part - 

Height: 65 cm

422 60 90
Chandelier in golden brass and opalescent glass finished with an acorn, suspended by 3 

chains - Height: 65 cm

423 60 90 Chandelier in golden brass with 4 branches - Height: 65 cm

424 120 180 Chandelier with glass pendants, 4 exterior and 4 interior lights - Height: 90 cm

425 120 180 Cylindrical porch chandelier with 3 lights, brass and glass - Height: 75 cm

426 350 500 Pair of Directoire style gilt bronze lamps and opalescent glass torch - Height: 50 cm
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427 3000 4500
Large gilt bronze chandelier in Louis XIV style with 9 lights, Late 19th century, Early 20th 

century - Height: 100 cm, Weight: 40-50 Kg

428 8000 11000

Pair of REGENCE sconces (XVIIIth Century) after a drawing by Gilles-Marie OPPENORD 

(1642-1742), chiselled and gilded bronze with two arms of light foliage retained by a child,

beautiful condition - Height: 54 cm, Weight: 5 Kg

429 40 60 Tray with 2 handles and flamed mahogany edges, 1930s - Size: 25 x 45 cm

430 50 80
Stand of Napoleon III period in stained wood and decor and gallery in brass, marble top, 

overhanging spacer shelf, saber feet, good condition - Height: 98 cm

431 50 80
Small chest made of old wood, reuse of an 18th century from Lorraine drawer on the 

front - Size: 62 x 32 x 34 cm

432 80 120
Mahogany low stand, oval green marble top, rich bronze ornament with peeds topped 

with Fô dog, beautiful craftsmanship, Napoleon III period - Dimensions: 31 x 48 x 26 cm

433 170 280
Column in varnished oak with fluted barrel, Louis XVI style, late 19th century - Height: 100 

cm

434 340 500
Small oval side table with mahogany flaps varnished and ebony thread, English work 1st 

half of the 20th century - Height: 68 cm, Unfolded size: 90 x 61 cm

435 340 500
Mirror in gilded wood, beveled glass, late 19th century (minimal defects) - Dimensions: 80

x 53 cm

436 450 700
Mirror in gilded wood Louis XV period, central beveled mirror, minor accidents - Size: 50 x 

44 cm

437 150 250

Charles X armchair in ash, marquetry of the back of a firepot and floral decoration, border 

in boxwood on the arms and feet - Height: 88 cm, Width: 53 cm - Joins a pair made 

identically over the years 50

438 340 500
Part of 18th century paneling with painted canvas of the time, canvas mounted on wood 

depicting a bowl overflowing with fruit - Size: 56 x 87 cm

439 250 400 Carved wooden sculpture late 19th-early 20th century of a praying virgin - Height: 67 cm

440 350 500
Female sculpture in carved wood (oak), fully stripped of polychromy of the time, 18th 

Century - Height: 75 cm

441 2000 3000
Madonna and Child, Germany, carved wood entirely gilded with fine gold and polychrome

highlights, fine workmanship, 17th century - Height: 34.5 cm

442 2000 3000
Madonna and child resting on a rectangular base, Flanders, carved oak, traces of 

polychromy, 17th century - Height: 36 cm

443 60 90 Carved oak wall plinth depicting a chubby angel, 18th century work - Height: 30 cm

444 900 1400

LOUIS XVI secretary in rosewood marquetry decorated with a garland of flowers, flap 

opening with 4 small drawers, door in the lower part (shelf plate missing), upper drawer, 

marble top, brass colonnades, feet spinning top, good proportion for this piece of 

furniture in a beautiful condition - Dimensions: 140 x 70 x 28 cm
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445 1800 2500

Secretary back of donkey, Louis XV period, in oak and violet wood veneer, front legs 

covered in bronze, back opening to a double row of shelves and secret compartment, 

good general condition despite the small restorations used and 2 small blisters on the 

back plating - Height: 91 cm, Width: 86 cm, Depth: 47 cm

446 1000 1500

Very elegant small rectangular flying table from the Louis XVI period, mahogany and 

copper inlays, drawer with compartments surmounted by a pull tab with writing desk in 

orange leather and golden caster, spacer and spinning feet, varnish or stamp, good 

condition - Height : 71 cm, Size: 38 x 60 cm

447 2500 3500

Bureau cabinet GEORGES III in mahogany (in 2 parts), 5 drawers in the lower part 

including 2 half drawers, central flap revealing 8 alcoves and 6 small drawers as well as a 

central door hiding a drawer in the lower part, flap covered with a red morocco ox's blood

and golden roulette, upper part bookcase display case with 3 shelves to be positioned in a 

clever lateral grooving, straight cornice with frieze, good general condition, normal 

restorations, period fittings in golden brass - Size: 230 x 115 x 55 cm

448 3000 5000
Regency period gilt wood console, customary restoration and reinforcements, marble top 

(2.5 cm) - Height: 85 cm, Depth: 50 cm, Maximum width 105 cm

449 11000 15000

Beautiful commode in Martin varnish, slightly curved front opening to two drawers 

without cross, it is decorated with scenes in the taste of China on a black background in 

golden frames (birds and butterflies in a floral decor), Ornamentation of chased and gilded

bronze with leafy decor, Breccia marble top from Montmeyan (repaired). Period Early 

19th century, perfect condition - Height: 88 cm, Depth: 53 cm, Width: 129 cm

450 9000 12000

18th century chest of drawers stamped by the famous French cabinetmaker Jacques 

BIRCKLE [1734-1803, received master in 1764, he attaches great importance to inlaid 

decor], curved crossbow front, ornamentation and fittings in gilt bronze, delicate veneers 

of violet wood with reserves of rosewood surrounded by boxwood fillets, superb 

proportion, fully restored, pad varnish - Size: 128 x 62 cm, Height: 90 cm

451 5500 7000

Pair of Regence armchairs in beech, the belt with the motif of a central cabochon with a 

shell, foliage and braces, resting on arched legs finished in winding, upholstery redone in 

salmon-colored fabric - Height: 102 cm, Width: 69 cm

452 400 650
Empire bronze clock representing Apollo dreamer sitting on a rock, mechanism to be 

revised, subject to be reattached - Size of the base: 14 x 33 cm, Height: 48 cm

453 400 650
Empire bronze clock representing Apollo dreamer sitting on a rock, mechanism to be 

revised, subject to be reattached - Size of the base: 14 x 33 cm, Height: 48 cm
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454 1800 3000

English pendulum known as "with complications" of "John Tomson - London" resting on 4 

feet, dial of the lunar phases, two dials of the months and signs of the zodiac with 

drawings engraved on steel, pediment and dial in gilded bronze engraved with 2 

characters and scrolls , upper handle, glass door and frieze in brass, GUSTAV & BECKER 

mechanism in FREIBURG, "Médaille d'Or", Middle of the 19th Century (mechanism to be 

checked, winding keys missing) - Size: 21 x 29 cm, Height: 50 cm

455 4500 6500

Religious clock and its console, early 18th century, inlaid with red tortoiseshell, brass and 

gilded bronze, bronze dial with enameled hours plates (2-digit cracks), Rectangular 

movement signed LECLERC PARIS on the back plate, some brass faults, old restorations, 

mechanism to be checked - Size: 21 x 29 cm, Height: 50 cm

456 3000 4000

Alcove cartel clock in gilded bronze, Louis XVI period, enamelled dial "CAUSARD - HGR DU 

ROY. SUIVT LACOUR" surmounted by a fire pot, laurel wreath and acanthus leaves, glass 

lower part, mechanism to be revised - Height: 42 cm, Width: 20 cm

457 1400 2000

Mahogany tank barometer, Dutch work by J. Stoppani & Zoon, Amsterdam, ca 1800, with 

silver brass scale with three barometer mercury tubes and one thermometer tube, broken

pediment with urn in its center, lateral columns surmounted by a Corinthian capital in 

gilded brass, rosewood marquetry, good condition - Height: 118 cm, Depth: 10 cm, Width:

19 cm

458 120 200

Set of old photographs taken in Belgium: "The disciples of Emile Zola, Farciennes, 1917-

1918" by the photographer of Fraciennes Zéphir Bierlaire, Château de MODAVE in 1934 by

the photographer Ivan MEENEN (44 x 32 cm), Set of 45 large format photographs (40 x 30 

cm) taken in 1936-1938 (Calvaire de Ste Thegonnee, Marchin, Ferme château de WIERDE, 

BRUGES, REUX, ORVAL, BOIGNEE ..., some foreigners) by J. Van MEENEN

459 200 300

Set of 6 photographs by Philippe BOURGEOIS: La Tour Eiffel en Rouge, signed and stamped

by the Master-Drawer, Fine Art cibachrome prints by Roland DUFAU, 2004 - Size: 30 x 20 

cm

460 8000 10000

Madonna and Child, painting on wood on a background speckled with dots (origin of 

Flanders), attributed to the Master of the Legend of Sainte Madelaine (c.1483-c.1530), 

Late 15th-Early 16th Century - Size without frame: 29 x 23 cm

461 450 600
17th century Dutch School, Oil on mahogany panel: Coastal landing scene of quality 

people - Size without frame: 24 x 31 cm

462 500 800
17th century school, anonymous: Madonna and Child, degraded canvas with lack of paint, 

strengthened canvas - Size without frame: 30 x 22 cm

463 700 1000

French school of the 17th century, Oil on canvas: Madonna and Child, heavily damaged 

canvas with cuts, small gaps in canvas and paint, old restorations, mounted on 19th 

century canvas - Dimensions without frame: 32 x 24 cm
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464 2400 3200

Pier Francesco MOLA (1612-1666) [attributed to], Oil on canvas: Visione San Bruno 

[mention on the back "Donato SS Pio XII dall'ing Leone Castelli"], completely restored and 

strengthened - Size without frame: 39 x 31 cm

465 2800 4500
Victor Honoré JANSSENS (1658-1736), Oil on panel: Still life with overturned jug, signed 

lower left, gilded vintage frame - Size without frame: 15 x 12 cm

466 3800 5000

David II TENIERS (1610-1690) dit Le Jeune (attributed to), Oil on wood: Animated 

landscape (beggar making the obole), theme largely treated by the artist and his pupil T. 

Van Apshooven, technique and theme allow the work to be dated between 1640 and 

1650 [certificate from expert Claude Simon in Namur in 1976], aristocratic provenance 

with coats of arms and wax seal on the back - Size without frame: 20 x 27.5 cm

467 7500 10000
David II TENIERS (1610-1690) dit Le Jeune (attributed to), Oil on canvas: Back-kitchen 

scene (La surveillance), fully restored work, 2 old snags - Size: 74 x 97 cm

468 3000 4000

Oil on canvas, "The 1. Wife of Richard Earl of Ranelagh. Daughter to Lord Willoughby 

Parham", attributed to a pupil of Sir Peter LELY (Pieter Van der Faes, 1618-1680), canvas 

with some defects, later restorations - Dimensions without frame: 118 x 165 cm

469 40 60 18th century engraving: The player with 2 flutes and the dancers - Size: 30 x 37.5 cm

470 40 60

Johann Elias RIDINGER (printed by Martin Elias Ridinger), 19th century reprint of an 18th 

century engraving: Federschüze mit dem Schiespferde (Horse shooter), beautiful frame - 

Size: 51.5 x 41.5 cm

471 600 800

Jan Baptiste DE JONGHE (1785-1844), Oil on panel: Horseman drinking under the Templar 

castle, signed lower right, gilt wood frame molded from the 19th century - Size without 

frame: 38 x 50 cm

472 80 120
Miniature portrait on ivory depicting a lady of quality in an oval brass frame with 2 glass 

sides, 1st Empire Period - Size: 7.5 x 6 cm

473 170 250
Karl von SAAR (1797-1853), Miniature on ivory signed by the artist: young girl, a flower in 

her hair, rectangular frame inlaid with ivory, ca 1830 - Size: 9.5 x 7.5 cm

474 120 180
Portrait of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), Miniature on ivory in an oval 

frame inlaid with ivory after Thomas Gainsborough, mid-19th century - Size: 15 x 13 cm

475 700 1000

Portrait of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), Miniature on ivory in a 

rectangular frame inlaid with ivory, after Thomas Gainsborough, Gainsborough signature 

on the right side, early 19th century - Dimensions: 14 x 11.5 cm

476 180 300
Elisa LAGOMA DE BARINAGA (born in 1925), Miniature portrait on ivory: Woman with 

pink curtain - Frame size: 21 x 16 cm

477 250 350
Elisa LAGOMA DE BARINAGA (born in 1925), Miniature portrait on ivory: Woman with 

pink curtain - Frame size: 21 x 16 cm

478 1000 1500
Heinrich Friedrich FÜGER (1751-1818), [attributed to], Oil on canvas: Portrait of a young 

lady - Size without frame: 32 x 32 cm
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479 50 80

T. Bowles after S. Wale "A View of the Chinese Pavillions and Boxes in Vaux Hall Gardens" 

Engraving. c. 1840 (David Coke’s collection). Reprint of Bowles’ plate of 1751, published 

by Francis West, a Fleet Street, London - Size : 44,5 x 58 cm

480 50 80

English caricature published in 1810 "PROCESSION OF THE COD COMPANY FROM St 

GILES'S TO BILLINGSGATE", Etching with hand colouring, Thomas Tegg, London - Size: 21 x 

41 cm

481 60 90

Albrecht DÜRER (1471-1528), 19th century copper engraving: MELENCOLIA, eminently 

symbolic engraving which has been the subject of many interpretations and studies - Size: 

33.5 x 28.5 cm

482 100 200
English school of the 19th century, Oil on canvas: bucolic landscape, anonymous - Size 

without frame: 23 x 30,5 cm

483 120 150
Anonymous oil on canvas on religious subject, 19th century school, Golden frame - Size: 

61 x 49 cm

484 180 300

Oil on panel, Polish School of the 19th centyry, Oil on panel: Nowego Roku 1869, 

signature on the back Pomiar Szowaniew, some galleries of verses - Size without frame: 43

x 34 cm

485 180 300
19th century French school, Oil on canvas: Madonna and Child - Size without frame: 32 x 

24 cm

486 100 150
Watercolor depicting a quayside barge with walkers, not located, signed FELTEN, late 19th

century - Size: 21 x 34 cm

487 350 500
19th century French romantic school, anonymous: Autumn atmosphere, fully restored 

and re-canvased - Size: 86 x 106 cm

488 450 650

Michel WILLENIGH (? -1891), marine painter, Oil on canvas: Goelette at the exit of Saint-

Malo, signature on the lower right and dedication "Souvenir à Mr le Cap. De V. J. Caubet 

(?) - Size without frame : 19 x 32 cm

489 180 300
Oil on cardboard, French Romantic School of the 19th century: Discussion on the way, 

unsigned, gilt wood frame posterior - Size without frame: 33 x 41 cm

490 1800 2500

Jean Charles CARPENTERO (1784-1823), Belgian school pupil of Van Brée, Oil on panel: 

Composition with animals (sheep, rooster, hen and ducks), signed lower left and dated 

1821 - Size without frame: 17.5 x 24 cm

491 2400 3200
Charles AERENS, French School of the 19th, Oil on board: Walk to the cottage, signed 

lower left, dated 1829 - Size without frame: 16 x 22 cm

492 700 1000
Isidore VERHEYDEN (1846-1905), Oil on canvas: Reading on the beach, signed lower right -

Size without frame: 25 x 38 cm

493 1000 1800
Jan Jacob SPOHLER (1811-1866 / 79) (attributed to), Oil on wood: Animated landscape of 

women in prayer and traveler with backpack - Size without frame: 20 x 25 cm

494 1000 1800
Jan Jacob SPOHLER (1811-1866 / 79) (attributed to), Oil on wood: House by the river and 

travelers - Size without frame: 20 x 25 cm
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495 500 800
Émile DURAY (1862-?), French painter, Oil on canvas: The implodant, canvas, signed lower

right and date 1894, gilded wood frame posterior - Size: 54.5 x 37.5 cm

496 550 800
MAISTRE, French School, Oil on canvas: Sharing, signature lower right and date 1801, 

canvas, old restoration - Size: 74 x 63 cm

497 700 1000
Oil on canvas: Moonlight fishing, Romantic School, without signature, fully restored 

canvas, laid down, first half of the 19th century - Size: 78 x 94 cm

498 280 400

Joseph-Félix BOUCHOR (1853-1937), Oil on panel: La "Base" di san Lorenzo à Florence 

(Firenze), frame also painted, mention of the address of the painter on the back - Size: 18 

x 22.5 cm

499 280 400
Max LIEBERMANN (1847-1935), German painter and engraver, Etching: The alley towards 

the castle, signed lower right - Size: 29.5 x 39.5 cm

500 60 90
Gouache: Descent after the walk, signature lower center (G. Ballorta?), Ca 1900, Italian 

Alps or Switzerland - Size: 42.5 x 27.5 cm

501 60 90
Oil on canvas, Anonymous: Boat on the North Sea beach, early 20th century, 2 small paint 

chips, crackles and old restorations - Size without frame: 45 x 50 cm

502 80 130
Oil on heavily degraded canvas: Lavandière near the Church, signed J. CHATOLIN, around 

1900 - Size: 30 x 60 cm

503 80 120
Kurt HILSCHER (1904-1980), German artist, etching in colors: "Manege" agnavellieste my 

Rad, signed - Size: 54 x 44 cm

504 80 120
Kurt HILSCHER (1904-1980), German artist, etching in colors: "Die Kerge" agnavellieste my

Rad, signed - Size: 54 x 44 cm

505 80 120
Kurt HILSCHER (1904-1980), German artist, etching in colors: "Biven" agnavellieste my 

Rad, signed - Size: 54 x 44 cm

506 40 60
Kurt HILSCHER (1904-1980), German artist, etching in colors: "Revue" agnavellieste my 

Rad, signed (tear without missing top left) - Size whitout frame: 38 x 45 cm

507 50 70
Paul WEINHOLD (1878-?), Etching: Tyrolean cuisine, justified 26/50 and signed lower right,

ca 1920, gilded frame - Size: 29.5 x 36 cm

508 80 120
René CARCAN (1925-1993), Color engraving: Passage insolite, justified 20/99 and 

signature - Size: 71.5 x 60.5 cm

509 200 300
Egon SCHIELE (1890-1918), Lithography - Size: 61.5 x 43.5 cm + Screenprint by the same 

artist - Size without frame: 47 x 31.5 cm

510 60 90
Pair of color engravings, signed: Bruges & Hom - Size: 40 x 30 cm + Omer COPPENS (1864-

1926), Etching: Place de Bruges, 1916 - Size: 29.5 x 34 cm

511 50 70
Paul WEINHOLD (1878-?), Etching: The comrades, signed lower right, dated 1922 - 

Dimensions: 25.5 x 31.5 cm

512 120 150
Watercolor: Port on the Normandy coast, signed lower right DUMONT - Size: 44.5 x 54.5 

cm
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513 120 150

Jean PESKÉ (1870-1949), French painter and engraver, Watercolor: Bord de rivière, signed 

lower left, exhibition label on the back in Port-La-Galère, beautiful golden frame - Size 

without frame: 30 x 47 cm

514 50 80 Caricature of a Belgian character from the 1900s, unsigned - Size: 62 x 44 cm

515 40 60
André TOUSSAINT (1923-2006), French artist, Etching: Horses, justified 25/200, signed - 

Size: 41.5 x 31.5 cm

516 90 140
Amleto COSTA DALLA (born in 1929), Screenprint: woman in suspender belt - Size: 41 x 31 

cm

517 350 500
Munich School (anonymous): Young girl in front of the window, mention 1921 on the back

of the canvas - Size: 70 x 60 cm

518 100 180
Oscar Hector BONNEVALLE (1920-1993), Oil on canvas: Hôtel Saint Emilion, signed lower 

right, dated 64 - Size: 84.5 x 61.5 cm

519 90 140
Orientalist lithograph: Woman with 2 children, ca 1920 in a vintage circilary frame - 

Diameter: 51.5 cm

520 280 400
Oil on orientalist canvas signed Y. AQUAVIVA: Young girl with oranges (Morocco), dated 

on the back February 1966 - Size: 81 x 62.5 cm

521 450 650

Maurice DE VLAMINCK (1876-1958), French artist, Color lithograph: Village sous la neige, 

edited by Guy Spitzer, print signed by the artist numbered and limited to 400 copies - Size:

71 x 86 cm

522 120 180
Claude WEISBUCH (1927-2014), French artist, Color lithograph, untitled, justified 85/160 

and signed - Size: 71.5 x 92.5 cm

523 180 300 Large watercolor: bouquet of roses, signed lower right (G. Pouttius) - Size: 107.5 x 81.5 cm

524 300 450
Renato GUTTUSO (1911-1987), Italian artist, Lithography: Waiting, justified 37/50, signed 

and cold stamped, traces of old folds - Size: 58 x 77 cm

525 200 350
Giorgio DE CHIRICO (1888-1978), Italian artist, Lithograph: Il Trovatore tra la nubi, justified

XXI / XXV, signed and cold stamped - Dimensions: 59.5 x 49.5 cm

526 60 90

Jean PICART LE DOUX (1902 - 1982), Lithograph: A las cinco de la tarde, signed and 

annotated "Homage to Federico Garcia Lorca", justified 59/80 - Size without frame: 34 x 

58.5 cm

527 120 200
Patrick JANNIN-OMS (born in 1944), Lithographs (triptych): First / Second / Third Dream, 

justified 25/30, well framed - Size: 35.5 x 35.5 cm

528 90 120

First official poster of the ATP Roland-Garros Tennis tournament entrusted to an artist, 

here in 1980 to the Italian Valerio Adami, tournament won by Björn Borg - Size: 75 x 57 

cm

529 60 90
Official poster of the ATP Tennis tournament: Roland-Garros 1982 won by Mats Wilander, 

drawing by FOLON - Size: 75 x 57 cm

530 90 150
Official poster of the ATP Tennis tournament: Roland-Garros 1982 won by Mats Wilander, 

drawing by FOLON - Size: 75 x 57 cm
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531 100 150
C. FEY DÜSSELDORF, Oil on canvas: Bouquet of flowers, signed lower right and dated 1914

- Size: 65 x 94 cm

532 120 200
Oxana MACHNATSCH (born in 1970), Russian artist, Drawing in bold pencil heightened 

with watercolor: Naked, signed lower right and dated 08 - Size: 59 x 42 cm

533 120 200
Oxana MACHNATSCH (born in 1970), Russian artist, Drawing in bold pencil heightened 

with watercolor: Naked, signed upper center - Size: 59 x 42 cm

534 120 200
Oxana MACHNATSCH (born in 1970), Russian artist, Drawing in bold pencil heightened 

with watercolor: Face, vertically signed lower right - Size: 59 x 42 cm

535 120 200
Oxana MACHNATSCH (born in 1970), Russian artist, Drawing in bold pencil heightened 

with watercolor: Naked, vertically signed lower left - Size: 59 x 42 cm

536 180 300

Lucienne PAGEOT-ROUSSEAUX (1899-1994), French artist, Pencil drawing: Rudolf 

NOUREEV, signed, beautiful framing - Size: 44.5 x 52.5 cm + Imposing monograph that her 

husband devoted to him after his death

537 3500 5500
John AVERTY (born in 1986), American artist [Grand Prize winner of the Luxembourg Art 

Prize 2016], Watercolor: untitled, signed - Size: 151 x 126 cm

538 4000 5500

Paul AIZPIRI (1919-2016), French painter and lithographer attached to the Paris School, Oil

on canvas: Gondolas in front of Saint Mark's Square in Venice, signed lower right - Size 

without frame: 40 x 50 cm

539 8500 10000
Trung Thu MAI (1906-1980), Vietnamese painter, Oil on canvas: The 2 children, signature 

and red ideogram in the upper left - Size without frame: 50 x 32 cm

540 12000 18000

LIN Fengmian (1900-1991) [LIN Feng Mian - LIN Gengmian - LIN Fong Ming], Chinese 

painter, Ink on paper: Woman in blue, signature and red stamp at bottom right, square 

frame and brass hanger with Chinese motif - Size without frame: 80 x 80 cm [Provenance: 

Chinese Collection then Swedish Collection B. Nilsson]

541 7000 9000

Camille BARTHELEMY (1890-1961), Belgian artist, Large oil on canvas: Pont de Misère 

(Sûre Valley) Misaershaff, signature lower right and dated 59 - Size without frame: 95 x 95 

cm [Work included in the catalog of the painter's retrospective at Chiny in 1971] + André 

MARTIN's monograph : Camille Barthélemy, Peintre de la Flandre de L'Ardenne et de la 

Gaume, La Renaissance du Livre, exemplaire numéroté + Camille BERTHELEMY : Musée 

Gaumais . Virton, 1991

542 60 90

Henri DILLENBURG (born in 1926), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 110, dated 

91 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

543 60 90

Jean-Marie BIWER (born in 1957), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 225, dated 

98 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

544 60 90
Sonja SCHULLER (born in 1965), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 
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workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 150 - Size: 

33 x 25 cm

545 80 120

BRANDY (born in 1946), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph produced for IP Luxembourg, signed

print, justified on 250 - Size: 33 x 25 cm + Brochure and exhibition catalog in 1990 at 

Galerie La Cité + Exhibition brochure Galerie La Main in Brussels in 1988

546 100 150

Ann VINCK (born in 1953), Luxembourg artist, Set of 2 Serigraphs from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed prints, justified on 130 & 140, 

dated 89 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

547 60 90

Charles REINERTZ (born in 1944), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 150, dated 

90 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

548 60 90

Rafael SPRINGER (born in 1958), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 185, dated 

90 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

549 60 90

Fränz HULTEN (born in 1941), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 155 - Size: 

33 x 25 cm

550 60 90

Fränz HULTEN (born in 1941), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 145 - Size: 

33 x 25 cm

551 60 90

Fränz HULTEN (born in 1941), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 150 - Size: 

33 x 25 cm

552 60 90

Simone KAYSER-DIEDERICH (born in 1955), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi 

Editions workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 150 

- Size: 33 x 25 cm

553 60 90

Simone KAYSER-DIEDERICH (born in 1955), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi 

Editions workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 150 

- Size: 33 x 25 cm

554 60 90

André HAAGEN (born in 1938), Luxembourg artist, Serigraph from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed print, justified on 130, dated 

87 - Size: 33 x 25 cm

555 70 100

Monique STEICHEN (born in 1943) & Bettina MAUEL, Luxembourg artists, Set of 2 signed 

serigraphs, justified out of 20, dated 04, part of the exhibition devoted to artists by 

ARTIUM ART Gallery in 2004 - Size: 30 x 21.5 cm
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556 30 60

Set of cards reproducing works by Luxembourg artists: 2 x Théo KERG (Italo-Luxembourg 

friendships of Esch-sur-Alzette, Vanna Colling-Kerg), Andrei GULYI (Galerie Weber 1995) + 

1988 calendar photos by Raymond CLEMENT and paintings by Ota NALEZINEK: Waters 

and Stones from Luxembourg

557 80 120
Foni TISSEN (1909-1975), Luxembourg artist, Color lithograph, justified 85/100 and signed,

dated in the drawing 32 - Size: 56 x 43 cm

558 100 150

Michel STOFFEL (1903-1963), Luxembourg painter, Engraving: Venise, Bassin St Marc, 

signed lower right, justified 3/12 and dated 1933 - Size: 34.5 x 44.5 cm + Canal à Venise, 

signed in bottom right, justified [Engraving in poor condition] - Size: 48.5 x 36.5 cm

559 90 150

Francy VALENTINY (born in 1953), Luxembourg artist and architect, Set of 6 serigraphs: 

Luxembourg Pavilion in Shanghai, signed - Size: 21 x 21 cm + Luxemburgo Sevilla'92, 

Souvenirs

560 120 200
Henri DILLENBURG (1926-2020), Luxembourg artist, Lithograph, untitled, justified 39/115 

and signed, dated 92 - Size: 50 x 40 cm

561 280 450
Ger MAAS (1931-2020), Luxembourg painter, large lithograph: La femme aux cheveux 

bleus, justified 121/200, signed and dated 77 - Size: 92.5 x 79.5 cm

562 550 750

Ger MAAS (1931-2020), Luxembourg artist, Watercolor: Hyazinthes dans vase de Sèvres, 

signed lower right and back, dated 88, beautiful frame gilded with fine gold at Schleiper's 

in Brussels - Size: 76 x 64 cm

563 750 1000

Ger MAAS (1931-2020), Luxembourg artist, Watercolor: Young girl with hat, signed lower 

right, dated 89, beautiful frame gilded with fine gold at Schleiper's in Brussels - Size: 76 x 

64 cm

564 180 250
Nicolas GOETZINGER (born in 1936), Luxembourg painter and sculptor, Gouache on paper,

untitled, signed lower right and dated 2003 - Size without frame: 42 x 56 cm

565 220 300
Nicolas GOETZINGER (born in 1936), Luxembourg painter and sculptor, Acrylic on canvas, 

untitled, signed lower left and dated 2000 - Size without frame: 75 x 55 cm

566 250 350
Nicolas GOETZINGER (born in 1936), Luxembourg painter and sculptor, Acrylic on paper: 

Moroccan, signed lower right and dated 01 - Size without frame: 46 x 32 cm

567 150 250

Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Luxembourg artist, Set of 2 serigraphs from the Phi Editions 

workshops in Herborn produced for IP Luxembourg, signed prints, justified on 150 - Size: 

33 x 25 cm

568 280 400
Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Watercolor drawing: Le poète emploie tous les mots, signed 

and dated 84 - Size: 30 x 38 cm

569 180 300
Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Luxembourg artist, Stencil: The robot, signed lower left and 

dated 25.10.2014 - Size without frame: 42 x 29.5 cm

570 280 400
Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Luxembourg artist, Gouache: Les cerises, signed lower left and 

dated 13.XII.2013 - Size: 70 x 50 cm
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571 280 400
Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Luxembourg artist, Mixed technique (Indian ink and collage): 

Fruit platter and matchbox, signed lower right and dated 25.XII.2008 - Size: 65 x 50 cm

572 280 400

Moritz NEY (born in 1947), Luxembourg artist, Mixed technique (Pencil with watercolor): 

Hiddensee, signed lower left and dated 7.11.1994 (small lack of paper above right) - Size: 

48.5 x 61 cm

573 350 500
Albert FOETZ (born in 1945), Luxembourg artist, Oil on cardboard: Possession-Obsession, 

signed lower left and dated 87, hand-written business card on the back - Size: 50 x 40 cm

574 350 500
Albert FOETZ (born in 1945), Luxembourg artist, Oil on cardboard: Beyond the Solstice, 

signed lower left and dated 87, hand-written business card on the back - Size: 40 x 50 cm

575 450 600
Germaine HOFFMANN (born in 1930), Luxembourg artist, Collage: Cristal de feu, signed 

lower left and dated 1984 - Size: 71 x 55 cm

576 300 500
Emile KIRSCHT (1913-1994), Luxembourg painter, Drawing, untitled, beautiful frame - Size:

34.5 x 39 cm

577 300 500
Emile KIRSCHT (1913-1994), Luxembourg painter, Drawing, untitled, signed lower right - 

Size: 18.5 x 15 cm

578 300 500
Emile KIRSCHT (1913-1994), Luxembourg painter, colored drawing, untitled, signed lower 

right and dated 93, beautiful framing - Size: 34.5 x 31 cm

579 400 600
Joseph GROSBUSCH (1928-2008), Luxembourg painter, Oil on paper: Halbünterdrüchte, 

signed lower right and dated 71 - Size: 56 x 46 cm

580 800 120

Arthur UNGER (born in 1932), Luxembourg painter, Mixed technique (Pyrochimiogramme)

/ copper: Untitled, signed lower left - Size: 28.5 x 28.5 cm + Exhibition announcement of 

the artist at the gallery Paragon (Luxembourg) in 2005

581 1200 1600

Arthur UNGER (born in 1932), Luxembourg painter, Mixed technique (Pyrochimiogram) / 

copper: Untitled, signed lower right and dated 74 - Size: 37 x 42 cm + Exhibition catalog of 

the artist at the Cyrus gallery (Paris) in 1974

582 1400 1800
Arthur UNGER (born in 1932), Luxembourg painter, Mixed technique (Pyrochimiogramme)

/ copper: De Nuit, signed lower left, 1992 - Size without frame: 45 x 35 cm

583 1800 2500
Guido OPPENHEIM (1862-1942), Luxembourg artist, Oil on canvas: Valley bottom, 

signature lower left - Size: 72.5 x 91.5 cm

584 500 750
Roger BERTEMES (1927-2006), Luxembourg artist, Watercolor: Le Fanal, signed lower 

right, dated 6.2.1976 - Size without frame: 46 x 32 cm

585 5000 7500
Fernand BERTEMES (born in 1964), Luxembourg artist, Oil on paper: Karine et Théo, 

signature lower left, dated 2001 - Size: 84 x 104 cm

586 11000 15000

Fernand BERTEMES (born in 1964), Luxembourg artist, Mixed Technic (Gouache / Crayon 

gras / Collage of cartons and fabrics): Traume Kultur (Berlin), signature lower right and 

date 10.93, mention of his address in Strasbourg on the back - Size: 195 x 140 cm
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587 3500 5000
Théo KERG (1909-1993), Luxembourg artist, Gouache: Composition, signed lower right 

(glass of the frame split lower left) - Size: 61.5 x 74.5 cm

588 800 1200
Nicolas BRÜCHER (1874-1957), Luxembourg artist, Large composition in red chalk: Old 

man in a Caucasian hammam, signed lower right - Size without frame: 74 x 53 cm

589 800 1200
Nicolas BRÜCHER (1874-1957), Luxembourg artist, Red chalk: Old Russian woman, 

unsigned - Size without frame: 64 x 47 cm

590 250 350
Eugène SCHERGEN (1902-1974), Luxembourg artist, Oil on cardboard: Bouquet of eyelets, 

signature lower right - Size without frame: 31 x 49 cm

591 750 1000
Fernand SCHONS (1933-1989), Luxembourg artist, Oil on canvas: Vieille rue de Remich, 

signature lower right, dated 1975 - Size without frame: 80 x 60 cm

592 90 120 Vintage Carpet in wool, Kachan - Size: 128 x 186 cm

593 200 300 Large vintage carpet in wool - Size: 315 x 210 cm
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